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AXTA FE NEW
sovereign county is not based upon
the visionary aspirations of real estate NINETEEN
boomers. We ask It as a matter of
simple justice to hundreds of heavy
taxpayers who now suffer great Inconof the size of the
KNOCK
N venienceas because
OF
well as a burden of taxa
county
conflsca'
to
amounts
almost
tion that
tlon.
"Within the proposed new county
New-kir- k are several good towns, the principal
and central one of which is Artesia,
which will be the logical seat of gov
ernment.
Artesia Is less than four
years old and had assessable valuation March 1, 190, of $227,4G0. It Is
an Incorporated town with splendid
Fifty thou
municipal government.
BRAVELY
BILL HAS BEEN INTRODUCED sand dollars In bonds have been voted CREW
by the people for a municipal water
works system. The bonds sold at a
premium and contract Is let for the Did All They Could to Save
If Boon Is Not Obtained Now works.
Artesia has the most complete
Passengers When Vessel
telephone system In the Southwest
Fight Will Be Kept
A
with long distance connections.
Was Sinking.
Up.
$10,000 brick school building, stean?
heated. Five church buildings.
Block Island, R. I Feb. 13. The re"Artesia was the first town iu New
D. L. New kirk, proprietor and edicovery of the bodies of the victims of
tor of file Pecos Valley News, a bright Mexico to pass a law prohibiting
Monday night's disaster In Long Island
weokly paper, Republican In politics,
Sound caused by the sinking of the
contract
Into
entered
town
has
"The
in
town
the
of
published
growing
steamer Larchmont In a collision with
electric
au
of
light
Eddy county, ha been in the for the building
the schooner Harry Knowlton, pro
city several days at work for the pas- nlant.
"The largest artesian wells in the ceeded slowly and with great difficulty
sage of a bill creating the new county
last night and today.
of Artesia with his town as the county world are at Artesia and the proposed during
Fifty-OnBodies Recovered.
prospects
has
brightest
seat; the bill was introduced this new county
e
bodUp to 10 o'clock today
afternoon and by its provisions, If for the future,
"Artesia has more irrigated land In ies had been reoovered by the coast
It becomes a law the new county will
consist of one tier of townships taken actual cultivation than any other patrols and vessels sent to scour the
sound. Of these hut eleven have so
from the county of Chaves and thfee town in New Mexico. Artesia has two
far been
The total number
tiers of townships taken from the banks, two lumber yards, two news known toidentified.
have been on the
county of Eddy and running from the papers, five secret orders, a thriving vessel
was' 127.
western boundary of these two coun- Commercial Club, public library, four
Only Nineteen Survived.
instibusiness
such
other
to
and
ties
the eastern boundary of the hotels,
The list of survivors still stands at
tutions as go to make a thorughly pro
Territory,
nineteen today, of whom ten were
Editor iNewkirk, although a new gressive city.
comer In the Pecos valley, having
"The citizens of Artesia guarantee members of tho crew, Including Capreached there but six months ago, has to furnish court room and offices free tain McVey, while nine were passenOf the ninety-sevemissing,
already come to the front as a man of for one year so that no burden will be gers.
eleven were members of the crew.
energy, brains and high character. He placed upon the people for court house
Condition Survivors Pitiable.
came to Artesia from Girard, Kansas, purposes.
The condition of the survivors is
where he resided for six years and
"Artesia pays a heavy tax for court
Two physlcans are conwas superintendent
of city schools. purposes, yet there has never been a pitiable.
Ho was doing very well, but changed conviction for felony against any citi- stantly attending them and doing
everything they can to alleviate their
his residence to Artesia for the bene- zen of the community.
fit of his wife's health. Upon reach"Heretofore the Pecos Valley has raftering and they express the opinion
none will succumb, although the
ing his new home he started the Pe- been regarded as being hopelessly that
cos Valley News, a paper which, al- Democratic, but a careful study of the condition of several is regarded as
though but Ave months old, has al- returns from the various precincts grave Even should they survivefhey
will be crippled for life, as the ampuready gained considerable circulation composing the Territory of the pro
and much influence in that section. posed County-u- f Artesia will convince tation of limbs and hands has been
During the last campaign 'he loyally you that Republican success within necessary owing to their having been
and sufficiently supported the Republi- that section is not only a possibility frozen.
Crew Behaved Bravely.
can nominees from Delegate down but, In view of existing conditions al
Nearly all of the surviving passenand Republican party principles.
most a certainty, if the new county
interviewed by tho Associated
Mr. Xewkirk was selected by the is created.
The early settlement of gers
Press agree that the officers and memcitizens of Artesia and vicinity as that
was
from the states
vicinity
their delegate to push their claim be- strongly Democratic, but, as In all new bers of the crew of the sinking vessel
fore the Legislative Assembly and has counties, the first settlers are now be behaved .well and did everything in
their power to save the lives of the
done and is doing all that any man
ing displaced by permanent settlers.
persons on board, hut the ship sank
oculd have done or can do under the These new men come from the
strong
circumstances as the sentiment, es- Republican states of the Middle West within ten minutes which gave them
''
.,
pecially in tho Legislative Council and the .large majority of them vote little time to man tbeJifeboats.
Carried
seems to be strongly set Against the the
Eight
Republican ticket.
The Larchmont carried eight life
creation of new counties at this ses
"When I established the Pecos Val
So far five
boats and four
sion. AYhen Mr. Newklrk first ar
ley News at Artesia there were few of
these boats have been accounted
'rived here three weeks ago there was known
Republicans in that vicinity. for and one raft and it is not
thought
scarcely a chance even for the Intro In
I was told that there was but
that any of the occupants of the missduction of the bill. He has worked onefact,
in
the town. I acRepublican
boats have survived the fearful
hard and laboriously since then and
conditions as I found them and ing
cold which moderated but slightly dur
has secured several supporters In the cepted
worked for the success of the party
House for 'his measure.
He 1 san- candidates.
ing the night.
Many Republicans who
In
he
success
of
House
the
and
guine
had taken no part in politics because
will leave no stone unturned and will
of the supposed weakness of the party, COUNCIL WORKS
leae nothing undone that its consistent
or honorable in order to procure the encouraged by the presence of the paJDNTAX BILL
per, became active workers with the
passage of the Artesia county bill and result
one
was
that
carried
precinct
the approval by the Governor. He Is
for Judge Freeman, candidate for dele- In Committee of the Whole Consid
evidently a stayer and will be In the
ered by Sections and a Number
field until his measure is either suc- gate to the Constitutional Convention,
Changes Made.
vote
and
Artesia
in
was
the
close.
very
cessful or meets with complete defeat from this session. Should this be Many Republicans, the writer among
When thej'Council finishes Its work
the case Mr. Newklrk says that his the number, could not vote because
we had not been In the Territory long on Council bill number 33 introduced
people will bring ip the matter again
Mr. Duncan and which provides for
at the next session of the Legislative enough, and yet the Republican vote by assessment
and collection of taxes,
was three times as great as in the pre- the
Territorial..
or
It
he
state
Assembly,
it will be practically equivalent to the
"We will be with it," said he to a ceding election.
"The many loyal Republicans in arid passage of the measure .' Yesterday
representative of the New Mexican
Artesia join me In an earnest tfternoon Immediately after convenaround
this morning "and will fight It out on
ing the Council went into a committee
this line not for this summer only, hut appeal to this Legislature to give us of
the whole with Mr. Miera as chair
for several summers and winters if county rights. It is an appeal of Reman and resumed work on this bill.
to
a
publicans
Legislature
Republican
are
Our
determined
be.
need
people
ft was thought in several instances
and believe they are right. It is a to bestow upon us that tA which we
feel we are justly entitled.
We' are the provisions were too strict while
question upon which met can honestthey were made a little more rigid In
ly differ. I do not charge evil motives abundantly able to take care of our- Other Instances. There was also some
to the citizens of Boswell and Carls- selves in a financial way and feel .conas to the correctness of the
bad who are opposing the measure, fident that within two years we can argument
in some cases. Among
used
English
a
within
Republican County
but I do believe they are allowing self give you
the provisions' of the bill, is one mak- Interest to control them too much. the Pecos Valley."
ng all widows, whether having chil
At the same time they ihave a right to I
dren or persons dependent upon them
own
and
and
their
opinions
ourpeople
i'r not, the same as heads of families
I have a right to our opinion. We will PLEAD NOT GUILTY
entitled to exemption In conform- and
make them fight. If we are beaten
MURDER CHARGE ty with the provisions so made.
all right, we will, commence again. If
Section 12 of the printed bill has
we are not beaten we will rejoice and
Domingo Valles Arraigned for Killing been changed to provide that owners
37th
of
the
Legislative Assembly
give
of Late J. Francisco Chaves One
of sheep shall pay taxes in the county
New Mexico, nearly all Republicans,
Conviction.
m which they reside and not In the
the greatest credit and honor. No
county where the sheep may be on
matter what the outcome rest assured
range. This, of course, applies only
the Republicans iof the Artesia section Special to The New Mexican.
Estancla, Feb. 13. Domingo Valles when the owner of the sheep is a resof the Pecos valley they are many
was arraigned this morning in the ident of New Mexico.
and are constantly
increasing will
Section 13 of the printed. bill rela
remain loyal and true to party prin- District Court of Torrance County in
this town before Judge Edward A. tive to a penalty for a false return on
s
acwill
a
and
give
ciple
of a. person
count of themselves in the next elec- Mann and pleaded "not guilty" to the property and the liability
return to prosecution
a
sftch
Indictment
making
him
the
with
charging
new
no
county.
tion, new county or
for nerlurv was stricken out upon mo
At least 90 per cent of the people re- murder of the late Colonel J. Francisco Chaves. The case 1ms not yet tion of President Sptesa'as the matter
siding wiit'hin the limits of the new
for trial. Jap Clark and Mo is fully covered in another section of
county favor the proposition. Roswell been 'set
Kean were also arraigned this morn- the same bill.
our
to
section.
to
he
generous
ought
The' bill
that where tie
It has the New Mexico Military Insti- ing upon indictment charging them owner of providesis not
known, the
property
of
murder
with
the
Sheriff
inDeputy
tute, one of the finest educational
be listed and assessed
stitutions of the southwest and which Charles M. Chase at Torrance. They property anshall
"unknown owner."
brings a great deal of money and bus- pleaded "not guilty" and the trial of against
Section 23 of the printed bill rela
iness to the town. It has the Hondo Clark was set for Tuesday .next.
The first jury trial of a criminal tive to a fide or imprisonment In the
river reservoir, built by federal approIn Torrance County took place case of an assessor Who accepts an
case
priation and which project has placed
statement of property and
between ten and eleven thousand this mtrning and Louis Martinez was imperfectwas
stricken from the bill as
values
acres of fine agricultural land under found guilty on an indictment for astoo severe and as being pro
being
Sentence
murder.
to
intent
with
sault
near
that
two
These
city.
Irrigation
vided for in another section of the
boons ought to be sufficient for the has not yet been pronounced.
bill.
citand
witnesses
Attorneys, Jurors,
citizens of that town and they ought
Sections 25 and 26 of the printed
not to grudge us the new county. izens generally are loud in their bill relative to the duties of the
as
Carlsbad is being greatly aided by the praises of the fair, Impartial, yet strtct sessor
in regard to property taxation,
United States Reclamation Service and dignified manner in which the were stricken out as
being Impractic
which has taken over the Pecos court is being conducted by Judge Edable. '
Irrigation Company property and has ward A, Mann and the attention to
the bill to
considered
After
having
spent and will spend at least duty and courtesy shown by the Clerk section 29, the committee of the whole
$150,000 In rebuilding and extend- of the Court Charles P. Downs to all
arose, president Spiess convened the
ing the same which will place who have business with the court. Council and Mr. Miera, chairman of
The
term
first
Court
District
of
land
the
20,000 acres of fine, fertile
the committee, reported progress on
under irrigation and open It to set- for Torrance County will be successful Council
bill number 33. The bill was
tlers. Certainly Carlsbad has no kick in every direction and will result in further considered today.
much
to
the
from
all
satisfied."
well
good
and
should
be
community
coming
indications.
Being asked as to the resources of
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
the proposed new county Mr. New-kiras are required by law, printed In
submits the following statement:
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi blank form by the New Meilcas
"Arteala's plea for recognition as a can and got the new.
, . ..
Pitting Company.
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ico Most Rare May EstabBill Up.
lish School Here.
THE COUNCIL.
Eighteenth Day Morning Session.
Pursuant to adjournment, the Couu
cil met at 10 o'clock this morning,
President Spiess In the chair. The
Chaplain offered the invocation and
the Chief Clerk then read the roll, all
answering except Mr. Dalles and Mr.
Murray, absent owing to illness. The
Journal upon motion of Mr. Martinez,
duly seconded and. carried, was or
dered approved without reading.
The Committee on Finance, Mr. Sar
gent chairman, reported without any
recommendation on Council Bill Num-no21, which relates to territorial de
This had the effect of
positories.
leaving the bill still before the Council
for action by a committee.
Council Bill Number 44 was
by President Spiess, an act pro
viding for the removal of all county
officers by trial and judgment in a
district court. This bill is a radical
one, repealing every law and statute
on the present books of the Territory,
providing for the removal of any
county officer in any other manner
than provided for In this act. Should
Council Bill Number 44 become law,
any taxpayer can make complaint to
a district attorney and cause stilt of
ouster from office to be brought
Should
against any county official.
the official be acquitted, he may se
cure costs from the county. The bill
was read in full the first time and by
title the second time and ordered
translated, printed and referred to the
Committee on Judiciary.
President Spiess
Council
Bill Number 21, after It had been read
in full for information, sending It this
time to the Committee on Judiciary
for action aa to its pas8ig-i- r
reje?-tioby the Council.
Mr. Miera then took the chair and
President Spiess took the seat of the
gentleman from Sandoval County. The
Council then resolved itself into a
Committee of the Whole aud began
consideration of Council Bill Number
33, an act relative to the assessment
and collection of taxes.
The commute of the whole rose at
noon and reported progress on Council bill number 33.
The amendments to Council bill
number 27, an act authorizing a loan
of 2,000 to Torrance county for court
purposes, were returned properly cer
tified. The Council concurred in the
amendments and forthwith passed the
bill as amended.
,
A communication from the Governor was received requesting that the
Council and the House pass a bill
transferring the Old Palace to the
American
Archaeological Institute.
President Spiess appointed a committee consisting of Messrs. Sulzer, Cameron and Chaves to confer with a like
committe from the House relative to
the matter.
The Council then took a recess until 2:30 p. m.
THE COUNCIL.
Eighteenth Day Afternoon Session.
Pursuant to adjournment, the Council met at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
President Spiess in the chair. The
roll was read by I he Chief Clerk, till
answering present except Mr. Dalies
and Mr. Murray absent owing to Illness.
Council Bill Number 45 was introduced by Mr. President, an act relative to proceedings in quo warranto
The bill
and for other purposes.
seeks to abolish quo warranto proceedings and leave the remedy enaction Mr. Spiess extirely
plained the purposes of the bill. The
bill was read the first and second time
and ordered translated, printed and
referred to the Committee on Judiciary.
Under the order of business on the
President's desk, Council Bill Number
2, an act relative to the filling of vacancies In county offices by the appointment of officials by the county
commissioners was read the third
time preparatory to its passage. The
bill was amended In the House so
that it would become effective at once
instead of in thirty days as originally
drafted. Mr. Martinez moved that the
Council concur in the amendment by
the House. The roll was read and the
motion of Mr. Martlttez prevailed 6
ayes, 4 nayB, Mr. Duncan, Chaves,
Sargent and Sulzer dissenting.
- House substitute for Council bill
number 31, an act relative to admission to the Institute for the Blind, was
read the first time in full and by title
on Its second and third reading. The
roll was read, upon motlo.i duly secon-an- d
that the bill "do now pass"
the Council passed the bill the vote;
being 9 ayes; one nay, Mr. Spiess dls-- l
sentlng.
3 an act relative
. House bill number
to the incorporation of cities and
towns was read in full the first time
and by title on Its second reading and
Intro-ducte-

(Continued on Page S).
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"1 am wild to see the cliff dwellings
of New Mexico. It is one of the parts
of the United States which I have not
I must
seeu.
see them!"
These
were the words of President'Ttoosevelt
recently to Professor Edgar U Hewett
of Washington, D. C, hut formerly
president of the Normal University of
New Mexico at Las Vegas, who ad
dressed a large audience last, evening
in the Hall of Representatives at the
Capitol. As another instance of the
great interest taken lately throughout
the United Slates in archaeology is
the fact that the government 'printing
presses cannot keep up with the de
mand for bulletins on archaeological
subjects, although shelves are lum
bered with
bulletins on
other subjects. A third proof of tills
great interest lies in the fact that
there is uo difficulty In securing the
financial means to carry on the work
of excavation In different parts of the
American Continent and to pay the
expenses of tho archaeologists In the
field. Yet, wherever Professor Hewett
has gone of late explaining the won
ders of American archaeology, he has
"I never
heard the exclamation:
knew that such things were to be
found on the Western Continent. I
am going to New Mexico at the first
chance to see these cliff dwellings!"
He has therefore not found It difficult
to organize many state branches of
the American Institute of Archaeol-

ogy.

Wonderful Ruins Near Santa Fe.
those who heard Professor
Hewett's lecture last evening and saw
the flue pictures of archaeological remains that were thrown upon the
screen by Professor W. E. Garrison,
this interest lu the subject Is not as
tonishing. Marvelous and stupendous,
hardlv describe these archaeological
monuments that are' scattered along
the backbone of the Continent from
Alaska to Panama. It was shown that
the ruins in the Pajarlto Park, thirty
miles- - west of Santa Re, are by no
means the least interesting nor most
unimportant of these archaeological
remains. The caves In the tufa cones
in the Otowi Canon, four hours: journey west of this city, are not only pic
turesque, for Instance, but unique In
that Tibet in eastern Asia alone fur
nishes any archaeological remains resembling them. The communal building on the Puye, is the largest thus
far discovered, having had 080 rooms
on the ground floor and having been
apparently four to five stories high.
These pictures taken in the Pajarito
Park and several pictures of restorations showing what these cave dwellings and communal buildings looked
like when they were inhabited, were
as striking as the pictures shown of
the ruins of the Mesa Verde where
whole communities built their houses
and round towers in a single cave
formed by overhanging ledges, or as
the pyramid of Cholula, the ruins of
Cuernavaca, the temples of Mlttlan
and other famous ruins of Mexico
which were depicted on canvas and
graphically described by Professor
Hewett, The Pyramid of Cholula covers twice the ground area of the Pyramid of Cheops In Egypt and the relief
carving and sculptures adorning the
temples of southern Mexico are the
equal of the finest sculptures to be
found among the ancient civilizations
of Europe and Asia. It Is remarkable
that the plumed serpent found among
the plctographs in the
ruins around Santa Fe also forms the
motive of some of the most elaborate
decorative sculptures of the ancient
Aztec civilization of Mexico and of the
still older Maya civilization. Besides
showing pictures of temples, sculp
tures and ruins, Professor Hewett ex
hibited portraits of the Indians who
are the lineal descendants of the Aztecs and speak the ancient Aztec lanother types of
guage as. well as
Indians living in southern Mexico as
far south as the Isthmus of Tehtian- tepec.
American School of Archaeology.
In conclusion, the speaker told of
the work that is being done by the
American Institute of Archaeology, incorporated by Act of Congress, and
which maintains schools of archaeol
ogy at Rome, Athens and Jerusalem
where, thus far, the most,important
work in archaeology has been done.
Attention, however, is to be given to
a much greater extent to American
archaeology in the future and for that
purpose trained workers are needed.
A school of American archaeology is
to be established where these workers can be fitted for their task. Mex
ico, Los Angeles, Denver and other
places have or will make generous of
fers of buildings and funds for the
establishment
of this school, but
Santa Fe has an advantage to offer
which neither Denver nor Los Angeles
nor any other town possesses, .that of
being right In the center of the most
interesting archaeological field on the
continent, besides being about half
To

'of

NO. 305.

way between Alaska and Panama, thus
offering equal facilities for reaching the
archaeological fields north and south.
If, in addition, the old Palace were
offered for housing the school and
possibly a small appropriation for keeping the building in repair, Santa Fe
would place Itself in
advantageous
position to ask for this school which
will become world-widin renown and
will attract many students from
far
and near. The library to be established
in connection therewith is to be
the
most complete in Americana aud will
be consulted by savants from all
parts
of America. A museum, free lecture
courses, a resident director, lecturing
professors from other schools and universities and free reading room would
be some additional features
that would
attract tourlsls as well as scientists.
Two plans are
suggested for giving
the Old Palace for this
worthy purpose. One is to cede It to the United
States under the Lacy Act and have
the President, declare it a National
Monument, placing the American Institute or Archaeology in charge as custodian with the understanding that the
school he established therein.
The
other would be to grant, it outright
for a term of years to the Institute
witlt'the above provision.
Meeting with Legislature.
This afternoon the Archaeological
Society will meet with both branches
to discuss both of those
plans. Judge
A. J. Abbott and
Judge John R.
were appointed a committee to
draft a suitable bill for that, purpose,
having been appointed at a meeting
held in the office or Governor Hager-mayesterday afternoon, at which
l he
project to establish the school at
Santa Fe was fully discussed, those
present besides Governor Hagerman
and Professor Hewett, having been
Judge McFle, Judge Abbott, Paul A.
F. Walter, Mrs. J. K. Wood, F. C.
A. B. Craycraft, Professor W.
E. Garrison and Judge N B.
Laughlin.
The sentiment was In favor of making
an unconditional grant to the federal
government of the Old Palace by the
Territory with the expressed wish
that the Archaeological Institute be
given custody for the purpose of establishing therein an American School
of Archaeology. Inscription
Rock,
near ZunI Montezuma's Castlein Arize
na, were recently proclaimed national
monuments and the Pueblo Bonlto,
McKlnley county, will soon be thus
declared. The New Mexico Legisla
ture of 1901 passed a resolution ced
Ing the Palaco to the federal govern
ment for a branch of the Smithsonian
Institute, but it. was not accepted.
If the people of Santa Fe as well as
the Legislature
the out
look for the establishment of the proposed school lr, New Mexico is very
bright. Outside of this, the visit of
Professor Edgar L. Hewett has great
ly stimulated interest in the archaeological wonders which are right at our
door and of which he says, more is
known in Europe than right here, and
from which there are more complete
collections of relict in European mus
eums than can be found anywhere in
the United States.
In the meanwhile, why not extend
a formal Invitation to President Roosevelt to visLt the cliff dwellings?
e

Mc-Fi- e

JUROR'S WIFE ILL
THAW TRIAL DELAYED
Recess Taken Today on This Account
Prisoner Talks with Wife Who
Will Again Take Stand.
New York, Feb. 13. The opening of
the Thaw trial was delayed today owing to the illness of the wife of Jur
or Joseph Bolton, who asked permission to visit his home in the company
of two court officers.
Bolton was taken home. His wife was said to be
threatened with pneumonia.
After the announcement of the ill
ness of the wife of Juror Bolton, District Attorney Jerome and Counsel
Delmaa were called into conference
with Justice Fitzgerald
and a few
minutes later the court announced a
recess would be taken in the.case until 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
Had Long Chat With Wife.
Thaw remained in the prisoners' pen
this morning where he had a long
chat with his wife. Counsel for the
defense said this morning that it was
the intention of the defense to have
Dr. Evans take tho stand in the after
He will
noon for
be followed by Mrs. Thaw, who, in
view of a "broader foundation" of the
prisoner's insanity as laid down by
experts; will be asked to conclude her
story.
Jerome had objected 'to her doing
so on the ground that what she had
to say was permissable only after the
defendant was shown by competent
testimony to have been of unsound
mind.
Mrs. Thaw to Again Testify.

The continuance of the trial was
agreed upon after Attorney Delmas
informed the court that he would require only about twenty minutes to
complete the direct examination of
Dr. Evans.
This was done so that
In the event an adjournment for a day
with
or two the case may be
n
thej
Mr. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
stand.

CRAMP SHIPYARDS
DAMAGED BY FIRE
Pattern S'hops Destroyed Together
With Employes' Dwellings Several Firemen Hurt.
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 13. The pattern shops at the Cramp shipyards,
together with four small dwellings adjoining the plant, were destroyed by
fire early today. The occupants of the
dwellings barely escaped with their
lives.
were Injured
by flytjig 4bris.--:
:

Several--fireme-

New Mexican advertisers get trade.
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PUBLIC LANDS

President

Sends
Message to U. S.
Congress

FUEL

T

E

Should Be Under Fee System He Urges Fears Control By Monopolists,
Washington, I). (!., Feb. 13- .- President Roosevelt today sent to Congress
a message calling attention lo what;
he terms "the urgent need of legislation affecting the different phases of
the public land situation In the United
States." He advocates the conservation of the coal and other fuel resources on government, lands, urges
government control of the western
public land pastures by the use of a
system of small grazing fees and asks
for the appropriation of half a million
dollars to aid in t he detection and
prevention of land frauds. The message contends for a system by the
government for the leasing of its mineral lands and for treating these fuel
lands as public utilities. The President points out that it would be better if some eastern coal hinds had been
loft under government
control and
suggests a provision lu the West to
"guard against recurrence of the conditions we now deplore in the east."
Citing 2.300 cases of public land entries iu four districts mentioned, the
President hays
with
the law was found in over half and
fraud in many others. The President
asks for legislation which will provide two distinct titles to public lands
one for surface and the other for
These mineral
underlying mineral.
lands the President would dispose of
by lease.
Congress to Work Out Details.
The details of the plan he leaves fur
Congress to work out, only arguing
for the adoption of some such a plan.
Instances of the successful leasing of
such lands by foreign governments
are cited by the President and he argues at length for the separate devel
opment of forming and mining on
American land. Foreign practice is
also cited as a reason why mineral
and fuels, like forests and navigable
streams, should be treated as public
utilities.
Seeks to Protect Future Americans.
In this way only, can the rights of
future generation adequately be protected. The quantity of high grade
mineral fuel In the West relatively, is
smaller than the forests and its
preservation should be subject to the
wisest legislation. Ultimately these
rich lands will pass out of federal control and future generations will be det
unless u
prived of their
leasing system is adopted.
President Answers Grave Charges.
Answering the charge that, the reservation of the natural forest raises the
price of lumber in the West, the
President says:
"It should be remembered that the
best and most accessible bodies of
timber In the West passed into pri
vate holdings before the forest reserves were established and that while
the price of timber has advanced in
the West, it has also advanced still
more in the East where there are no
forest reserves; that supplies of timber are today being shipped from the
West to markets In the Mississippi
Valley and even to foreign countries.
What Leasing System Will Do.
"It may be claimed fairly that
among the advantages of a leasing
system that the following will result:
"(1) It will facilitate the working
of coal deposits for local market by
"
miners without large capital.
will
It
facilitate
"(2)
larger operations.
"(3.) It will prevent waste in the
extraction and handling of .these fuels.
"(4) The system can be operated
in such a manner as to prevent tho
evils of monopolistic control.
"(5) It will permit the government
to reserve from general use a fuel
supply suitable for special industries.
"(C) It will enable the government
to protect the public against unreasonable and discriminating charges for
fuel supplies."
President Fears Future Years.
The President urges care in the disposal of these mineral land Interests
foreseeing the time when the
inexhaustible resources will be taxed
to more than their capacity in supplying the demand. The President trusts
that Congress may prevent the coal
lands of the West from getting Into
the control of corporations as have
the Eastern anthracite fields.
Government control of the AVestern
pasture lands Is urged upon the same
general principles as now apply to the
government's control of the forest re
serves. Only enough revenue from
the range to pay for its admission and
Improvement would be sufficient, the
message urges. More land agents are
urgently requested,
-
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WESTERN UNION OPERATORS
GET TEN PER CENT RAISE
New York, Feb. 13. An Increase ot
10 per cent In the salaries ot all telegraph operators at the company's
principal offices throughout the country was announced by the Western
Union
Telegraph
Company today.
The raise Is effective March 1..
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY- The New Mexican Is the oldest ne wspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
taj-and growing circulation
every postofllce In the Terrltor. and
among the Intelligent and progressive peopie oi toe Southwest

hu

FAIRNESS TO THE

OF
BUREAU
IMMIGRATION AND TO THE
NEW MEXICAN.
It is very refreshing Indeed anil
very gratifying to find newspaper
that exhibit a spirit of fairness and
believe in justice even towards news-

papers that may be opposed to them
in matters of policy, management and
views as to administration and opinion an to needed legislation for the
people.
which

The
doubtless has the largest circulation
and nun e influence than any other Republican paper in what is called the
Pecos Valley In this Territory, namely,
the rapidly growing and remarkably
prosperous counties of Chaves, Eddy
and Roosevelt, and the Dally New
Mexican have at times been at variance, although both consistently advocate the principles of the Republi
can party in national affairs, in Territorial matters the New Mexican gen
erally hews strictly to party lines
at times
while Wie Register-Tribunadvocates and upholds strongly view;
and opinions of its own which are In
instances somewhat opposed to party
doctrines, party policy and party pri
ciples as laid down in Territorial plat
forms and recommended by Republi
can leaders. The New Mexican Is
greatly pleased to acknowledge that
uniformly speaking, the Register-Tr- i
bune even in such cases has- been con
sistent and has acted upon what It
thought best and upon such Informa
tion as it deemed to be reliable at Its
RosweilRegister-Tribun-

e

e

command,

The paper is published at the horn
of Governor Hagerman and very nat
rally is strong in its friendship and
support of the Governor, his adminis
tration, acts and policies so far had
and set forth in his recent message to

closest to the heart of Roswell, could
never have attained Its present position and efficiency without the cordial
support and considerable inllluence of
both.
It can not be said that there
was any selfish motive In such support, either. The Pecos Valley Is so
far away from Santa Fe that from a
revenue standpoint there was nothing
In It, and yet year after year the New
Mexican, through Colonel Frost, has
never failed to speak a good word for
the valley and Its Institute, and lias
turned the mind of the outside world
to the valley and school iu ways that
have been of Immeasurable benefit.
The Register-Tribunfor one does not
propose to forget these facts, or to
fall to admit the debt, we honestly
owe. At the same time whenever we
differ from that influence In matters
of public policy, we propose to express it, and know from experience
that there will be no question of that
right. As the political situation now
stands, the two papers are squarely
opposed to each other on several important matters, but we are not made
of the stripe that forgets the splendid
services of the past ourselves, or that
will allow our readers to do so. The
people of Roswell and the Pecos Val
ley owe a great debt to the New Mexican and Max Frost and should not for
get It, even In the loyal support of
the policy of Governor Hagerman, who
has first call upon our unswerving al
legiance, and" will get it, so far as we
are concerned."
e

Representatives of the live stock
growers of the Great West in a hear
ing before the Senate Committee on
Agriculture Monday last, abused each
other roundly. The cattle growers
gave it to the sheep raisers and they
retaliated In the same coin. The question at Issue Is the leasing of the unreserved portion of the public domain
under federal direction and supervision and the fencing of the tracts
leased. The cattle growers favor the
proposition, the sheep raisers oppose
it. President Roosevelt Is on the side
of the proposition to lease, at the
same time he wants the rights of
homestead settlers upon the public domain fully protected. The question is
about the most serious that confronts
the live stock growing Interests of the
Rocky Mountain states and territories
especially. The people of New Mexico
certainly are not for the leasing system as far as public opinion can be
ascertained at this date.

THE HOUSE.
Seventeenth Day, February 12 Continuance Afternoon Session.
Under the business order of bills on
their third reading, yesterday afternoon, the House took up for considera
tion House Bill Number 21, introduced
by Speaker Baca, an act entitled an
act relative to corporations, but which
In reality provides that water companies must file plats of their plants
and systems iu order that they may
be properly assessed.
Speaker Baca
took the floor in support of this bill
while Mr. Holt filled the chair. The
bill was read the third time in full for
general Information and the report of
the Committee on Judiciary was then
adopted upon motion of Mr. Baca, duly
seconded and carried. Mr. Baca then
moved that the bill "do now pass"
which motion prevailed by a viva voce
vote, there being no dissenting voice.
House Bill Number 8, previously Introduced by Mr. Baca, an act to extend the corporate limits of Santa Fe,
was read the third time preparatory
to passage and upon motion of Mr.
Baca, duly seconded and carried, the
report of the Committee on Corporations was adopted. MY. Baca, after
explaining the purport of the bill,
moved that It "do now pass" and the
House by a viva voce vote, passed
the bill.
House Bill Number !!, which was
previously introduced by Mr. Abbott of
Santa Fe, relative to the Incorporation
of cities, and towns came up for third
reading. The report of the Committee on Corporations was adopted. By
unanimous consent the bill was not
further considered at that time owing
to the absence of several members Interested. It will come up later In reg
ular order.
House Bill Number 4, previously Introduced by Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe,
was read the third time and, upon mo
tion duly seconded and carried, the
report of the Committee on Judiciary
which was unfavorable to the bill, was
adopted.
House substitute Bill Number 4, an
act relative to the property rights of
married persons and describing the
grounds for divorce was then read the
first time in full. It contained a few
minor changes from the original bill
by Mr. Abbot and was acceptable to
him.
Mr. Mullens objected to the
passage of the bill because he said
that a
was not fully
explained and that there were other
technical points in the bill which were
too vague. Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe
defended the House substitute In an
able manner, showing Mr. Mullens
that the flaws he mentioned did not
in fact exist.
Tho House substitute
for Bill Number 4 was then read the
second and third time by title and,
upon motion of Mr. Beach duly seconded and carried, the bill passed the
House by a viva voce vote.
House Bill Number 13, previously
introduced by Mr. Holt, an act relative to Territorial depositories, came
up for third reading. The bill bore
a slight amendment, rrom the Committee on Banks and Banking which extended its provisions to include trust
companies. Upon motion of Mr. Holt,
duly seconded and carried, the report
of tho Committee on Bank and Bank
ing together with the amendment to
the bill, was adopted. Mr. Holt then
moved that the bill "do now pass as
amended" and. upon a viva voce vote,
the bill passed the House without

the Assembly.
Therefore, Mts comments upon one or two recommenda
tions therein which It disapproves are
all the stronger and have all the more
influence. Iu commenting upon Gov
ernor Hagerman s views eoncernicc
the Bureau of Immigration the journal
acknowledges honestly and aboveboard the valuable serves rendered
the Pecos valley in particular, and
the Territory in general by the New
Mexican and its associate
publica
tions, as well as by the Bureau of
Immigration, The New Mexican has
been well acquainted witlh the course
of the paper for years past and much
therein lias met with approval by
this paper; of late and since tlhe con
By unanimous consent by the House
solidatlon of the two papers, the Reg
The glimpse of "high life" given by Mr. Holt then presented the report of
ister and the Tribune Into one,
strong thread of independent thought the Thaw trial, will unfortunately not the Committee on Judiciary on House
and courageous expression has been have the effect of deterring young Bill Number 29, an act directing
noticed. The New .Mexican repub- men and young women from following county officials to maintain their of
the footsteps of the principles In the fices at the county seats and for other
lishes ihe following editorial
iug the situation from the last is trial. Putting these unhealthy, Im- purposes. He recommended that the
sue of the Register-Tribunthat the moral actions Into cold typo, makes bill "be not passed," but that House
people outside of the Pecos valley fiem appear so much more Attractive Substitute Number 29, containing sev
in the Sunshine Territory may know to the unsophisticated
who had an eral changes, but which accomplishes
the same general purposes, be passed
Concerning the matters discussed Idea '.hat such things as have been rethe New Mexican has nothing to hide. vealed "were Impossible at this time by the House. The report of the committee, on motion of Mr. Holt, dulv
Its record speaks for itself daily. In and age.
seconded and curried, was adoped.
the matter of public printing the
Fair taxation of the property of the The House substitute was then read
prices for this work are fixed by law
and the New Mexican has not been Pullman Palace Car Company in New the first time in full. It contained the
the public printer for lo, these many Mexico is desired by the people. A proviso that if. when county officials
years. The law establishing the pub bill to that effect has passed the Coun- were furnished with an office in a
lie printer was passed many years ago. cil of the Assembly and In all likeli- county seat of any county and failed
The New Mexican did the public prin hood will pass the House and become to make their headquarters there and
ting in 1891 and 1892. Thereafter un law. New Mexico Is evidently not as keep their records, etc., in said office
as some of lis
they could be summarily removed
der the Democratic administration corporation-riddewithout and the knocker from office after conviction in the dis
there was no public printer and the
work was done by the New Mexican within Its gates try to make It appear. trict court for the counties in which
said offices were located.
Printing Company and other printing
"If the average state legislator canUpon motion of Mr. Holt, seconded
concerns. From 1897 to the present
time there have been three public not ride free on the railroads any and carried, the substitue bill was
printers In office who have contracted more he is going to come as near to then read the second and third time
with the New Mexican Printing Com it as possible by cutting down the by title preparatory to its passage.
Mr. Studley then moved that House
pany to do the work, but the New Mexi fare. Not that he Is selfish but only
substitute bill number 29 do now pass
can was not the public printer. The patriotic." Kansas City Journal.
Well that is human nature and after and upon a viva voce vote, the bill
prices charged were those established
by law. The statement made by Gov all members of assemblies are human passed the House.
By unanimous consent Mr. Gallegos
ernor Hagerman as to the prices beings.
introduced House bill number 73 out
charged were evidently based upon
The 37th Legislature Is regarded as of its regular order, an act to appeal
information which Is not reliable and
whidi the Governor should not have being far superior to any ef the past. section 1599 of the compiled laws of
to the number of chilr 1897 relative
taken. This- can be substantiated by Some excellent measures are now
consideration and we have every dren required In a district before a
expert testimony whenever It shall
become necessary. At this time the reason to expect from them judicious new school district can be created.
The bill was read the first and sec
New Mexican cares not to do so. With legislation. Pecos Valley News.
ond time by title and ordered transla
And you will not be disappointed.
this preface statement the New iMexl
ted, printed and referred to the com
can quotes the editorial from the Roson judiciary.
in full:
well Register-TribunSenator Tillman of South Carolina mittee
bill number 2, an act to re- Council
few
is
has
for
to
a
been
silent
It
While the tendency
days.
sweep
2 of the laws'of 1901 repea!
things clean is always more or less too much to hope that he has come lativeChapter
to the filling of vacancies in
to his senses and another crazy outmanifest with a change of
offices was rea-the third
and as a general proposition is health break may be expected from him county
time in full. Upon motion duly seconful and commendable, It Is not wise shortly.
ded and carried, the report of the
So far the
to carry the Idea to the point of effaceLegisla
ment of the agencies which, while tive Assembly of New Mexico has committe on judiciary was adopted.
Vir. Abbott of Santa Fe then moved
possibly mistaken at times, are on the been acting upon the principle that, that the bill do now
pass and upon a
whole for good, such as the Terrltor quality instead of quantity in legislaviva voce vote, the bill passed the
On this tion counts; yet, there is plenty of
lal Bureau of Immigration.
council,
was time for quantity also.
same line the Register-TribunA message from the council was renever inclined to mince words, and
ceived. The honorable council anJt seems that there are several offi
has no hesitancy in- saying that it
nounced that it had passed council
has no part of sympathy In the bay cials and others In this Territory who
substitute for Council bill number 11,
New
New
are afraid of giving the voters of
ing of the pack at the Santa Fe
an act relative to the assessment and
Mexican on the theory that it is an Mexico too much responsibility. But
collection of taxes on sleeping cars.
tagonlstic to the plans and adminls what is the use of voters, anyway?
House substitute for Qouncil
bill
tration of Governor Hagerman.
number 31, an act relative to admishold
are
schemes
division
County
"If the New Mexican has been un
sion to the Institute for the blind was
In legislative, proceedduly grasping in its handling of Terri ing the boards
read the first time In full.
look
not
does
week.
It
this
prom
to
ings
were
all
torial printing, it
right
It provides that for a term of four
of
however.
for
them,
any
curb that disposition, but it should not ising
years persons may enter this instibe forgotten that the New Mexican
tution who are under 25 years of age
Carrie Nation has another grievance
and that remarkable man that edits it,
instead of 21 years as the law at presColonel Max Frost, have done much for against the nation. During her recent ent provides. Upon motion of Mr.
not per
us.
Time and again we have dis visit in Washington she was
Beach duly seconded and carried, the
mitted to enter the White House.
and
Mexican
New
with
the
bill was read the second time and
agreed
third time by title and upon viva voce
with Colonel Frost, but in the midst
The New Mexican Printing Company vote, passed the House. Mr. Beach
of the present hue and cry we wisn
tn state that without their services ftas on hand a large supply of pads then moved that the original Council
the Pecos Valley would today be years the desk, and also for lawyers and bill number 31 be tabled Indefinitely
behind what it Is now, and most of merchants; good anywhere. We will and upon a viva voce vote, this motion'
all that the New Mexico Military In sell them at live cents In book form, prevailed. The House the adjourned
tstltute, the great boys' school that is but will give a discount on quantities. irni.il 3 o'clock Wednesday afternoon.
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The Man Who Meddled

1

"Hi'i'nmyii'nii''Hl"'i"'lHIl'll'll1"t'1'1
Copyright,

1900,

by Ruby Douglas.

Harmon Fowler set out to make a
tour of Spnln on foot.
From u fellow student Fowler had
picked up a pretty fair knowledge of
Spanish, and when his pilgrimage bad
begun be bad no trouble in making
himself understood by the people he
encountered. For three weeks he had
no adventures worth recording. Then
One
they followed thick and fast.
night at a village lnu he was awakened
from sleep by three men who entered
the room next to his and began talk-luand drinking. The partition was
of boards and full of cracks, and the
student had no difficulty lu hearing
every word that passed. When he
came to get sight of the men he saw
that they were hard cases. They had,
as was soon related, committed a robbery and perhaps a murder on the
highway a few miles distant. They
had shot a horseman out of his saddle, plundered bis person and left him
where he fell. The money taken from
him had been concealed in a deserted
hut, and over and over again the trio
pledged themselves at their dagger
points to be faithful to each other In
the division of the spoils. No single
one of them was to visit the hut without the consent of the other two. If
one proved a traitor the others were to
hunt him to h's death. After the hue
and cry was over they were to divide.
The manner In which those fellows
talked of the crime made the Ameri
can's hair stand up, nnd he was only
too glad when they finally left the Inn
without knowing that the next room
When they had gone
was occupied.
Fowler lay awake for hours wondering what be had best do In the matter.
He had beard the men call each other
by their first names. He could give
the police a minute description of
them. He knew that they were to separate and where each one was to pnss
the next month. They had even named the man they had robbed and perhaps murdered. The student bad only
to go to the police nnd state his case,
and all the clews would be In their
hand. He had about decided to do
this when he went down to breakfast,
but a little circumstance changed his
mind.
Tho landlord himself brought
his breakfast and after a word or two
about the weather carelessly observed:
"I trust that th senor slept well last
night?"
"Very well, Indeed," was the reply.
."There were some late travelers. I
hope they did not. disturb you?"
"Not at all."
The landlord Inoked at him sharply
and then seemed satisfied. After that
there was no do'ibt in Fowler's mind
that ills host krasw of the crime and
was accessory before or after. It was
already known In the village that a
prominent eltlzi-- of the province had
been fatally shot and plundered on the
highway the nlht before, but the landlord said nothing about it. An hour
later Fowler g.t the Information from
others. He now decided to say nothing to tbrautt'orlties about the affair,
and in setting off on his dally tramp
he bade the landlord such a cheerful
adieu and spoke so many words in
praise of bis touse that the man could
have no suspicions of him. NevertV
less he had reasons to believe that he
was dogged and kept track of for the
next three days.
The crime had excited widespread Interest. The victim was prominent In
church and state, and the money he
was carrying belonged to the former.
This made the crime a heinous one in
the eyes of the masses. A large reward was? offered, the police incited to
do their est, and It was believed that
the criminals would soon be captured.
Fowler beard everybody talking about
the affair, but had little to say about
it himself.
The crime of the highway was a
week old when a strange freak seized
the American. He decided to go back
over bis road and, visit the hut In
which the plunder was concealed. The
men had located it so closely that he
knew he could find It. Ho wanted to
see If tbii plunder wns really there. It
was the most extraordinarily foolish
thing be could have thought of, but he
yielded to the impulse, lu returning
he took the train Instead of making
the journey on foot, and, leaving tt
about six miles from the hut, he cut
across the country. He found the hut,
but when within ten feet of It was arrested by a gendarme. Three hours
later he was In prison charged with
the crime. Then several other things
happened him. When he attempted lo
n alibi by the landlord at
prove
whose Inn he lay that night the man
kicked it all over out of revenge. When
he said the money was concealed In
the hut he was charged with an Intention to secure it for his own use. Having overheard the talk of the murder-era- ,
it was his duty to have Informed the
police at once. In not doing so he was
after the fact. From
made
his description the three men were
soon arrested. They combined to swear
the crime on Fowler.
The case dragged along for two
years and was then set for trial. A
witness died,, and It was postponed.
Again a judge was taken 111. Once
more something was found wrong in
ho Indictment. Then the jnntter wag
forgotttm. At the end of sevcu years
somethlug was done, but it was fully
eleven years before the case was finally tried and Fowler was discharged
from custody and warned to keep out
of Spain In the future. His curiosity
had brought a terrible punishment. He
went lo Spain flu athletic young man
with rt rosy future before him. He
rame out ofprison gray haired, bent
nd hopeless and did not live a year
ifter lauding on American soil.
g
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JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKET8.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dockets especially tor the nee of Justice!
of the peace. They are especial'?
ruled, with printed headings, In elthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly and durably bonnd
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full Index In front and
the fees of Justices of the peace and
constables printed In full on the first
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches.
These books are made up In civil and

DUEL

13,

1907.

TflE PALACE HOTEL

IN THE

OLDEN TIME

(Origin!.)
ile.
Houte- "What's that you
fort Is more beautiful than Mile, de
Lafayette?"
"I maintain that Mile, de Houtefort
Is far more beautiful than Mile, de
Lafayette."
"Very well. There!" And the first
speaker drew his glove gently across
the face of the second,
"Gentlemen," said a youth standing
by, "I wish to be one of the seconds In
this meeting."
"Bah a stripling like you!"
"You know Of the cardinal's edict
and remember the execution of the
Count de Bouteville and his second for
fighting a duel. Well, If you don't accept my services I will Inform on you,
and you will go to the Bastille Instead
of to the dueling ground."
"Put him on the list."
This was preliminary to one of thousands of duels so prevalent In France
in the early part of the seventeenth
century, Indeed, they were so prevalent, so fatal, that Cardinal Rfcbelleu,
virtual ruler, fearing all the gentlemen
In the kingdom would be killed, promulgated an edict against dueling and
when It was broken by De Bouteville
of the famous family of Moutmorenci
made an example of him at the block.
Neither of the speakers, two officers of
the army, cared anything for the
beauty of the two young women mentioned, the one the deposed, the other
the Incoming, favorite of the king.
They simply wished a pretext.
The youth was a cadet, Gaston
who had Just entered the army
and was affected by the dueling craze.
He went straight to his sweetheart,
Mile. Leonora de Ruell, a girl of sev
enteen, and told with great delight and
pride that he was to be second at a
duel, which at the time meant that In
all probability he would fight the same
as his principal and, flghtmg, would
either kill or be killed by his adversary.
Now, Mile, de Ruell was at an age,
seventeen, when love Is liable to absorb a girl's very existence. It was so
with her. To lose her lover she dread
ed far more than losing her lkf. She
paled at his auneuncenient, but, recovering herself, pretended to rejoice with
him The thought of his retlrlug from
the affair did not once occur to her, for
she knew that be had far better die
than suffer the odium such a course
would Involve,
Besides, she knew It
would be Impossible to persuade him
to desist.
"When does the meeting occur?" she
asked.
"Tonight at 1 o'clock. We fight by
the light of torches In the wood near
the bridge two miles up the Seine. The
cardinal has spoiled open meetings."
"Very well; let us have u parting cup
together,"
She went for wine and, rturnlng,
urged her lover to drink. One bottle
afier another was brought on until the
clock struck 11; then Renadot embraced the girl and staggered away.
At the door he was seized by two servants belonging to the bouse, bound and
gagged and carried to an upper room.
At 1 o'clock the two principals to the
duel and their seconds were on the
ground except Gaston Renadot. They
stood waiting In the glare of torches
held by attendants. Presently a coach
was driven up, and Renadot, masked,
stepped out.
"Pardon my delay, gentlemen," he
said.
"I have met with n detentiou.
My sweetheart strove to keep me."
"Why are you masked?"
"To enable you all to say you did
not see me here. The lady has gone to
the cardinal to procure my temporary
arrest. I would advise beginning at
once, or we may suffer an Interruption."
The advice was heeded, and the principals Jell to with rapiers. It was not
long before two of the seconds entered
the fray, then two others and at last
the third pair, One of the principals
and two of the seconds were killed.
The rest were severely or slightly
wounded, Renadot among the latter.
As .soon as the affair had ended he
entered his carriage and was driven
away to the house of the De Rueils.
Reaching it, he entered and climbed to
the room where he had been taken by
the servants.
Entering, there were
two Renudots. He who entered threw
away bis mask and stood before the
other as Mile, de Ruell.
"Is Jt you who have disgraced me?
Here, run your sword through my
heart,"
"I have not disgraced you. You
know how my father has taught me
to fence. Well, I went to the dueling
ground as you, only I wore my brother's clothes. They asked why I was
masked, and I told them a pretty story
of your sweetheart having reported
your intention at the Palais Cardinal.
We seconds were soonN engaged, I
against an awkward fellow, whom I
disarmed and gave him bis life. All
Paris will be talking tomorrow of your
magnanimity."
"I shall tell all Paris hew I have
been treated," moaned the boy.
"And get laughed at for your pains."
The young man thought intently for
a few moments and then asked.
"And no one suspects that you instead of I fought?"
"No, and no one will know. It unless
you tell."
His face wore a curious expression
as he stepped forward and embraced
her.
ANNIE STONE SYKE3.

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.
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One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
o

Washington Avenue

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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PRISE

GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO

FOR

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PENN

PI.

OF PHILADELPHIA,

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company,

Co., of

Rational Surety

flew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

t,

LACOME

Proprietors.

C THE

L

A
I

R
E
HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

"

Coronada Hotel and Cafe
One

cf the Beet Rcstatrails

in

l.e

fouhvett.

OPEN DAY and NIGHT
REGULAR MEALS 35c

i

MEAL TIC KET, 21 Meals $5.

FIRST CLASS SHORT ORDERS
SERVED A LA CARTE,
All

Kinds of Spanish' Dishes Prepared by New Cook From El Paso,

Best Rooms in City; 50 Cents and

Up.

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, south side plaza.
1

'

G. L.UPE HERDER A, Prop.

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH

-

criminal dockets, separate of 8 J
nages each, or with both civil .and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal.
To Introduce them they, are offered at the
following low prices:
Civil or criminal
.12.76
Combined civil and criminal..,. 14.00
For 45 'tents additional for a single
docket, or 66 cents additional fee a
cmblnatlon docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.

& GABLE,

Proprietor.

Fine Wines. Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

t

:

t

SANTA FE, N. M V

Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn- mit onm o nf the mnat artistic can and get the news.
binding In the Southwest. It is the
most completely equippea oinaerr m
the Rnckv Mountain States south ot
is headquarters for legal blanks ot all
kinds. The company makes a ppocialty
in handling land office blanks, necesf
sary In homestead entries and in
applications. Prices low, especially in quantities. Circulars giving
full Information rurnisn-- ' "u applica.;..?
tion.

rv

mln-era-

Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
envelopes, ot all sizes printed and solo
by th New Mexican Printing Company atlow rates and In quantities to
suit purchaser.
When In need of anything on earth,
try a New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring results.
If you want anything 01 earth
a New Mexlca- "ad."
-

try

FEBRUARY

WEDNESDAY,

SANTA FE

1907.

13,

INJURY.

UNTOLD

J.AT10J.AL
OF SANTA

In Now

Th oldest banking Institution
RUFUS J. PALEN, Prstldsnt.

flIMM,

Capital

TraneaoU

a

170.

In

Establish

Msxleo.

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ALFRED H. 1RODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier,

A. HUQHE8, Vice President.

LEVI

Negleot a bad back.
Not trying to reach the cause.
Brings untold Injury to the human
system.
Following in the wake of backache,
Are urinary disorders, diabetes,
Bright's disease.
Let a Santa Fe citizen tell of a Santa
Fe cure.
Euseblo Escudero, of Griffin Street,
says: "I cannot exactly say how long
it is since I first noticed that I was
subject to backache, but it must be
nearly 3 years. It never was sufficient
ly painful to lay me up, but it worried
me considerably every now and then.
Noticing Doan's Pills advertised to
stop backache and other symptoms of
kidney complaint, led me to reason if
this "remedy performed half what It
promised. It might at least help and 1
went to Ireland's pharmacy for a box.
It fulfilled Its promises to the letter,
for the backache stopped."
For sale by all dealers. Price SO
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, solo agents for the United
States,
Remember the name
Doan's and
take no other.

FSL

Surplus

UnJ"'

ana"

feneral nankins buelnese

m,

Ht

'ed Promt

Loans

In all its branches.

on all klnde of personal and
money on the most favorable terme
and sells bonde and stocks In all markets for
Buys

security.

Buys and eells domestlo

Its customsre.

makes telearaahlo transfers of money
K

'"

foralan

and

sads

to all

wrld on as liberal terme ae are given by

and

exchange

thi

of

Foster-Mllbur-

civilized

any

I Iberal advances made on consignments of live stock and
In the banking
Ths bank executes all orders of Its pstrons

In all respscts, as Is
alms to sxtend to them ae liberal treatment
with eafety and tho principles of sound banklnj. tafety
of the publls Is rsspsctfully
posit boxss for rsM. The patronas

De-

1

ft I

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

I ft

ROSWBM,,

NKW MEXICO.

MILITARY SCHOOI, OF NSW MEXICO

TH

xjatabllahed and Supported by the Territory.

WOMAN.

When In need of antU.g on earth
try a New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring results.
(Homestead Entry No. 5180.)
Notice for Publication.
Dopartment of the Interior,
Iand Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 31, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Ofella
., has filed
Rivera, of Pecos, N.
notice of his intention to make final
r
proof in support of his
claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
5480, made January 0, 1900, for the
S
SW
SW
and
NV
NW
SW
section 17, township
if. N, range 12 E, and that said proof
will be made before the register and
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on March

e

five-yea-

BIGHT MEN IN8TRUCTOR8,

all graduates of Standard Kftmern
New buildings, .all furnishings and equipments modern and com,
electric-lightedall conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; steam-heate-

Coliegas.

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8350
hree terms o( thirteen weeks each.

14, 1907.

Is a

REGENTS -- Nathau

W.

Jaffa,

M

Flulay and S. A. Caboon
For particulars address

;

W.

W. M. Atkinson,

Reed,

J,

COL,

W, WILLSCN,

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of the land, viz:
s
Rablno Varela, Pedro Rivera,
Varela, and Faustln Ortiz, all of

A.

"

Supi

Pecos,

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

ft

OJO CALIEJJTE

These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
CHIT Dwellers, twenly-flvmiles west
ot Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
a
about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature ot these waters is
(rom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There i3 now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
the richest alkaline Hot Springs in
e

Bar-anc-

Fe,-an-

r0T

the world. The efficacy of these wat
ers has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rhrp
niatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, grnfula, Catarrh,
I,a Grippe, all Fenial t mplalats, etc.,
etc. Board, lodging u .d bathing $2.50
per day; $15 per week; $50 per
month. Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon re
quest. This resort Is attractive at all
seasons and Is open all winter. Pas
sengers for 03 Callente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo
Callente at i p. m. the same day
Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
OJo Callente, $7.40. For further particulars, address
'

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
OJo

H. C.

Yontz
IN

DEALER
Watches,
.

Clock Jewelry

SPRINGS.

Proprietor.

Callente. Taos County,

N

.M

MANUFACTURER OF

reiican

Repair of Floe Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. N&vaoo Bugs find
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

In-

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
Cart

aim.

OPI OF BTJH,DIWO

MATERIA

TRANSFER

ffk

AI

DoliroroJ to

Ay

uU STORAGE: We Haul Ivwytfclauj MevaUe

rkrat js Saata Fe.

Mexico.

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Skin Disease of Twenty Years'
"
Standing Cured.
I want you to know how much
Chamberlain's Salve has done for me.
It lias cured my face of a skin disease of almost twenty years' standing. I have been treated by several
as smart physicians as we have in
this country and they did me no
good, but two boxes of this salve has
cured me. Mrs. Fannie Griffin, Troy,
Alabama, Chamberlain's Salve Is for
sale by all druggists.
'

.

Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roawell dally,
automobile leaves Torrance fir Roawell at 4 a. m: and arrlrea at rioswell
t 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roa
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare between Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.66
and between Torrance and Roswell
n automobile by
(10. Reserve eat
wire.
J. W. STOCK ARD,
Manager AutomcMl Line.

Braach Ottce suU YarA at CttriUoa, V. M.

"THE CLUB"

Url-ost- e

D

J. W. AKERS, Proprietor

.

Pag-os-

Rowley, of Champoeg, Oregon, "from pains I had
suffered, for 4 years, every month. Sometimes I
would be unconscious for 12 hours at a stretch. I
did not know that anything could stop the pain
:
entirely, but Wine of Cardui did. I advise all
women suffering with painful periods to use Cardui and be relieved."
It does this by regulating the functions and
toning up all the Internal female organs to health.
It is a pure, specific, reliable, female remedy, with
a record of 70 years of
TRIE ADVICE
Writ ill
Itttw describing ill
success. It has beneyur ymtoms, in4 will md yen
Free Advice, In plain staled envelop.
fited a million others.
Address: Ledlet Advisory Department,
The Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chatta- lenn.
not
Why
you? Try it.
Sold by Every Druggist In $1.00 Bottles.

u.o

McKinley.

(1.0

0.0

BIO UBANDS.

rWomens Pains

w

The old established line of goods formerly carried at, "Our
Place" hat been added ta my stock- - I buy my goods In government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant ttub
rooms In connection. Side entrance to Coronado HMel.
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STUDY

Conejos, Colo
Oiler, Colo
Chama
Dulce
ElKlto
El Vado
Gallina
Truchas
Vallecitos
Costilla
Quest
lied Klver
Tree Piedrae. .
bland
Cabezon
Chimayo
Hobart

Conejos...

0.0

Rio Arriba

20"6

8.0
o o

6.0
8.0
3.0
2.0
0.0

Taos..
Sandoval

OH
16.0
9 0

200
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

.

Santa Fe..

Namho

San Pedro
Hants Fe
Lsg-un-

'

San Bafael. ...
Manzano
Monntalnair. .
Datll
Rosedale
Cuehillo
Falrvlew
Herraosa

Valencia

Cut-of-

Cul-of-

ESTANCIA,

Torrance

.

WILLARD,
CONY T.
--.--.-

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

ShOnn

-'

Iscrstary sod Trtasursr

...

ATTORf'

Mrr

N. M.

N

IchMl of Mires.
Nt

Mexico
Msxluo.

MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.
Santa Ft
New Mexico.
RICHARD

-

Phone (I.

H. HANNA.

Attorney at Law.

CORIET A 8MYTHE.
clvll Mining and Hydraullt
Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
u. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
East side Plaza
Santa Fe, N. U

Office, Griffin Blk.

Q. W. PRICHARD,
H. B. HOLT,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Attorney at Law.
PracUcet in all the District Courts Lag Cruoes,
- New Mexico
and fives special attention to cases
Practices in the district courts as
before the Territorial Supreme Court. weii as before the Supreme Court of
Office, Laughlin Bit, Santa Fe, N. M. the Territory.

BENJAMIN

M. READ,
HIRAM T. IROWN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
U. I. Mineral Surveyor
Office, Bena Blk.
Palace Ave. laata Ft,
New MexJsa.
"m.
.
i,
ii
'"""iiw
.i.i
j
j

hi

ii

i.,,,

A. LAW,
Law.
Attorney-i- t
U. S. Laud Office Practice, a Specialty.
New Mexico.
Clayton,
CHAS.

ROMAN L. BACA,
Real Estate and Mines.

Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Office Grlffln building, Washington
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

WILLIAM

H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Lm Cnices, New Mexico.
United
Status
Dlstrlcf
Attorney,
A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at law.
District Attoraey, Luna Ctdnty.
Demliii
'
Nw Mexico.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1.

A r.

A A. M.

Regu-

lar communication flrt
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 1:1

10NHAM A WADE,
Attorneys at Lu.,
Practice in the Supreme wd Disp. m.
trict Court of the Territory, la the
R. H. HAN.VA, W. M.
Probate Courts and selore the U. S, ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
E. C. AIIOTT,
convocation 2nd MonAttorney at law.
day of each month at
Practice !a the District and Bu
Masonic Hall at 7:t
preme Courts. Prompt and caretil at
at.
tentlon firen to all business.
8. SPITZ. H. P.
New Mexico. ARTHUR SILIGMAN, Secy.
Santa 'e

;JO

BO

36 0
30 0

H6.0
10 0
40.0

0 0
0 0

16
12
4

oo

N. M.

f

A. I. RENEHAN,
Santa Fe Commandery No.
Practice in the Supreme and Dis1, K T. Regular conclave
trict Court); Mining and Land Law
fourth Monday In eacn
a Specialty. Room 1 1 Sena Bldf.,
month at Masonic Hall at
Palace Ave., ganta re, N. M.
W. B. GRIFFIN, 1. C.
;':S0 p. m.
W. H. KENN1DT, Recorder.
CHAS. F. EAtLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Attorney at law.
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
0
Cant re
New Mexico.
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meet
10.5
2(0 Levad aaa Mining Business a Specialty. on the third Saturday of each montU
at 7:38 o'clock la the evening la
0
48.0
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Masonic Hall, south aide ot Plata.
48.0
Attorney at law.
24.0
Visiting 8cottiaa Rite Free Masons are
District Attorney lor Second Judicial cordially invited to attend.
ISO
District
86.0
CHARL1S FRANKLIN 1ASLHT, II.
18 0
Practices la the District Court an.l
Venerable Master.
3.0
6 0 the Supreme Court of ths Territory;
PERCY FRANCIS KNiQHT, 14, Sec.
6.0 also before the United
Statu Supreme
24.0!
80.01 Ceart In Washington.
I. O. O. F.
48.0
Albuquerque, New MHf.

0.0
0.0

0 0
. .

THE MAP.

f
The natural point on the new A., T. & S. F.
fur the distribution of freight, having the advantage of the easy grades anil short route
to the East iinil West, and direct com muuioaUon with all points in the
Territory.
is open.
Wholesale houses are coming to W illard as soon as the
Surrounded by a fine farming coun try. The- purest water in New Mexico. The geographical center of Tor ranee County and of New Mexico.
The water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New Mexi- Willard is a growing town. Willi anl will make a City. Study the Map.
Your opportunity is there.
For information, call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent,
W. M. TAYLOR,

y

"I was a total wreck," writes Mrs. Beulah

Star Wood Eatra Dry, Cut to Fit Your

CERRILLOL

New

;

Gallup
Raman
Tohatchi

CHARLES W. DUDROW
AM,

I

4

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

Filigree

JEWELRY

and Hand Fainted China.

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
x
January 12, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Tomae
Vlanueva of Gali&teo, New Mexico,
has filed notice of his Intention to
make, final five year proof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 6476 made January 6, 1900, for
the SB
Section 10, Township 13
N., Range 9 E and that said proof
will be made before the Register and
Receiver, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on February 21, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose Alires, Marcos Anaya, Juan
Vlanueva, Juan Ortega, all of Galls-teo- ,

J

a

4

4

Session Is

noted health resort, 3,700 (eel above
Sunshine jvery dnyfroni September to June.

ROSWEXI

2

i

eStst

r

ns"llta'e

Her-mos-

Many a woman who is weak and all
run down, would thank Dr. Laurltzen
from the bottom of her heart, If she
would only try Laurltzen's Health Ta
ble Malt or Malt Tonic, because It
would surely make a new woman
of
her. For sale by,
H. a. ICATTNB
CO.
Phone 26
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 18

line, and

7

Wet

Man-zan-

n

RUN DOWN

A POOR,

produots.

"
M
FJfc

OFFICE U. S.

Moun-talnai-

'

Interest a'lowsd on time deposits at ths
aaenc), subtle or private.
term.
rate of three per oent per annum, on a six month' or year's

PAGE THREE.

BUREAU.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 12, 1907.

at It Is Elsewhere
Troughout ths Land.

BAJIlj

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.3L

WEATHER ably 12 inches greater than at a like
date last year. Nambe M. Herrera
There Is a depth of 30 inches at an
The snowfall during January was altitude of 10,000 feet, but here in the
mostly confined to the higher alti valloy it has rained, and the soil Is
San Pedro N. J.
tudes, and to the northern districts, well moistened.
Generous rains occurred over much StrumquUt There is from 24 to :i0
of the .plains region, in the central inches at 8,000 feet, somewhat less
and western valleys, and the foot- than last year.
hills. The southwest district had a
Lagune Gus Weiss There is a
10
at
about
inches
of
continuation of the heavy precipita depth
tion of December. In the northern There is a depth of 10 Inches at about
San Rafael Chas. M.
districts, especially over the headwa- 8,000 feet.
ters of the San Juan, Animas, Chama G rover The snow in the Zunl mounand Rio Grande much snow occurred, tains remains only In drifts and on
the Chama and Rio Grande being most the highest peaks. On Mt. Taylor
considerable snow Is reported, rang
highly favored.
r
Some snow still remains, despite ing In depth from 3 to 4 feet.
H. L. Hanlon
There is a
the rains and the warm weather, over
the higher peaks of the Sandia,
depth of 12 inches at about 10,000
San Mateo, Black Range and feet, but at the station the precipitaMogollons, but the depth is generally tion has been mostly rain. Rosedale
small. The abundant soil moisture,
J. A. MacDonald There is a depth
however, is favorable for present use of 6 inches at about 9,000 feet, which
and the early supply. The streams of is probably 24 Inches less than at a
the southwest district have been bank like date last year. The indications
full most of the month and some dam- aro not favorable for the water supaging floods have occurred.
ply. Datil Fred Baldwin Only about
Near the Colorado line tho amount 4 inches remain at 8.000 feet, probof snow on the east slope of the ably 20 inches less than at a like date
Sangre de Crlsto range has increased last year. It Is, however, drifted and
materially, and a fair increase has compact. Much rain has fallen and
also occurred farther southward, but the soil Is
thoroly soaked.
the stored depth, principally on the
Phillip Zoeller There is a
north and west slopes, Is not large. depth of 10 inches at 8,000, probably
5 inches less than at a like date last
In the Capltan and Sacramento mountain country very little snow remains, year. It is drifted into the canons,
owing to the warmth and the rains. compact, and the outlook for water
The precipitation of the month was seems good as the soil Is saturated
also Unlit over the lower levels of tho and streams are full.
southeast district, especially east of
San Francisco, Gila and Mlmbres.
the mountains.
Moore There
W. Irvin
Mogollon
re
luis
As a whole, little change
is a depth of about 50 inches In the
sulted from the conditions at. the close higher mountains. It was .storming at
of December, although over the head the close of the month with much snow
waters of the Chama and Rio Grande In the mountains and rain In the vala marked increase has occurred, the
leys. Steeple Rock Sanford Robisnow is more compact and has drifted nsonThere is no snow in this vicinicondimore into the deeper canyons,
snow
Cooks Charles Poe No
ty.
tions that are favorable for long con- remains at. the station and but very
tinued flow.
little on Cook's Peak. The outlook for
The following notes are from re- water, however, Is good as the soil
ports of correspondents:
is thoroly soaked by recent rains.
8an Juan Watershed and Northwest.
Canadian and Northeast.
Zabris-kiPagosa Junction, Colo. W.
Black Lake G. 'Martinez There is
there
of
January
At the close
a depth of 18 Inches at an altitude of
were but 8 inches of snow, probably about 9,000 feet. It Is mostly drifted
14 Inches less than at a corresponding
into the canons and the outlook for
date last year. Arboles, Colo. B. A. water supply is good. Ellzabethtown
probably 18
Rodriguez There are
J. F. Carrlngton There Is a depth of
inches on the nearby mountains, but 30 to 40 Inches at 9,500 feet. The
little In the valleys, and the month snow has drifted and been swept into
closed with rain. Rosa B. A.
the canons, but is still loose and the
There is a depth of about IS outlook for water is only fair. Hall's
J.
Aztec
inches on the mountains.
Peak F. E. Franklin There Is some
30
O. Kello There is a depth of
snow In the mountains on the north
inches at an altitude of about 9,000 sides, but. we have had much rain durfeet. It is evenly distributed, com- ing the month. The depth Is somealpact, and the outlook is good,
what less than last year. Mora Z. S.
though the depth is le$s than last Longuevan The snow Is drifted into
a
year. Gallup E. Quinn There is
the mountain canons and compact,
altidepth of about 30 inches at an
with a depth of 10 to 20 feet in places.
is
which
probably
tude of 9.500 feet,
Sapello Henry Goke There is a
5 Inches less than at a corresponding
of 30 inches ou the mountains,
depth
date last year. Ramah Giles Master but probably 12 Inches less than'at a
The month ended with warm rains. corresponding date last year. It is
At an altitude of about 8,000 feet evenly distributed and the outlook for
there is probably 10 to 11 inches, it water supply is good.
Is pretty compact, and the outlook for
Rociada John A. Rudulph There
water 1b still good. Tohatchi L. P. is a depth of 24 inches at 10,000
24
of
about
a
Is
Brink There
depth
feet, probably 20 inches less than last
inches at 9,000 feet; it is evenly dis- year at a like date. Recent warm
tributed and compact.
rains have melted the snow In the valRio Grande.
leys and settled It considerably In the
mountains. All streams are running
Conejos, Colo. C. B. Sampson
There Is a depth of 50 inches at an full.
Pecos and Southeast.
altitude of about 10,000 feet, probably
Glorieta W. M. Taber There is a
20 inches greater than last year at a
corresponding date. It is drifted a depth of 12 to 18 inches at an altigreat deal, Is compact and the outlook tude of 9,000 feet. The ground is
for water is very good. Osier, Colo.
thoroly soaked by rains and meltWilliam Jenkins There is a depth ot ing snows and the prospect for the
Cowles H. D.
48 inches at an altitude of 10,000 feet, water supply Is good.
about 8 Inches more than at a like Winsor On the north and west
date last year. It is packed and slopes there is a depth of 2 feet, but
drifted. Chama George Huth There none on the south and east slopes.
is fully 6 Inches greater depth than The snow Is evenly distributed and
at a corresponding date last year, and the outlook for water supply is good.
it is drifted considerably and com- Las Vegas Wm. CurtlsH Bailey-Th- ere
is no snow near the station.
pact. Dulce Emmert Wirt There is
a depth of 24 Inches at 8,000 feet, Pecos J. W. Harrison There Is a
probably 4 Inches less than at a like depth of 20 iuches on the mountains
date last year. The outlook is good at an altitude of about 8,000 feet,
for the year, as tho ground is thor-ol- somewhat greater than last year and
Burn 3, evenly distributed. Colonias B.
El
Vado
soaked.
Very little snow occurred durBiggs L. Co. The snow in the valley
Is about all melted, but it gradually ing January, but rains were frequent.
Increases in amount with altitude un- Cloudcroft J. I. Bailey There Is a
til "there is a depth of 18 inches at depth of 4 Inches at about 9,000 feet,
about 9,000 feet. Gallina J. P. Leese which is probably 4 inches less than
There is a depth of about 10 inches at a corresponding date last year.
at 9,000 feet and it is compact. Tres We have been having open, springPiedras Emma L. Seward The snow like weather with rain during the latis badly drifted in the mountains; ter part of the month.
there will be a great abundance of
Snow on the ground January 31, 190 7,
water. Costilla William F. Meyer-Th- ere
is a depth of 6 inches at 7,000
feet. The weather is warm and thaw;
lng, with fogs and unseasonable con
Counties.
Statioue.
ditions. Red River R. W. Penn
There is a depth of 24 inches at an
altitude of 12,000 feet. It is drifted
and compact and the outlook for wa
Ins. Ins.
JUAN WATE11SH
ter is good. Bland John G. Creager SANAND
NORTHWEST.
0.0
J iiuct'n, Col. Archuleta
8.0
There is a depth of 48 inches at
6 0
IS 0
Arboles
9,000 feet. It Is evenly distributed
Rio Arriba
0.0
Roaa
18.0
San Juan
6.0
38.0
compact, and the outlook for water Aateo
CO
Blanco
was never better. The depth is prob BluomMd
no
LOCAL

To Santa Fe People,

TIE FIRST

JSW

0
0
0
6 0

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. J, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening In Od.l
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. O.

DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
OSTEOPATHY.
PR, CHARL1S A. WHCELON,
.P.O. E.
Osteopath.
10.0
No. 10J Palace Ave.
SAM FRANCISCO, GILA
and u.miiheh.
treat acute aud chronle
Santa Fs Lodt,e, No.' 4(8, B. P. 0. 1.
Mosrollon
Socorro ..
60.0 Successfully
diseases without drugs or raedlclaea. holds Its regular session on the secon
Urant
Steeple Rock
"t"
Luna
Cooks
No charge tor Consultation.
and fourth Wednesdays of each mont j
CANADIAN.
Phone IM. Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
Colfax
Black Lake
18.0 Honrs:
to., M . m.
Dawson
come.
NORMAN L. KING, 1. B.
'is'.b
Ellzabethtown. ...
A. J. FISCH1R, Becy.
Lynn
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
Mora
Hall's Peak
One of the best fruit ranches In
Mora
San Miguel
30.0 northern Santa Fe
Sapello
FRATERNAL UNION.
County, about twen24.0
ttoelada
pxcos and south
ty mile from this city, la for sale,
Sai Fe Lodgi, No. 258, Fraternui
AST.
a bargain. For particular apply to Union of America. Regular meeting
Ranta Fe... 0 8 15 0 at
Glorieta
Santa re, first and third Mondays In each month
Sao Miguel. IS 0 24.0 Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Wlusor'e
0.0
Las Vegas
New Mexico.
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
Peooe
.
0.0
20.0
0.0
4.0
(Hero-- .
Cloudcroft
San Francisco strewt Visiting Fret-er0.0
Koswell
Chares
welcome.
8HORT ORDER MEALS.
The best short order meals are now 1AGGIE G. MONTOYA,
Fraternal
Master.
being served at the Bon Ton RestauCHARLES E. LINNEY,
rant. The best cooks, and waiters are 1BNITO A LA RID, Secy.
Section Director. employed at 'hie place.
JRSanuio RAEL, Trsas.
Sooorru. ..

0.0
0.0
0 0
0.0

Sierra

.

'

.

,
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WEDNESDAY,

sheet.
Mortgage,
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor ,
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Appllcaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet,
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full Bheet.
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Relinquishment,
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
Homestead Application,
sheet.

1907.

13,

ChaMle

A. B. McMlllen,
Albuquerque lawyer, was In town today and looked after legal business.
Charles V. Kehrman, commercial
man traveling out of St. Louis, spent
today In the city Interviewing local
merchants.
W. D. McPerrun, route agent of the
Wells, Fargo
Express
Company,
looked after company affairs today In
the Capital.
David M. White, chairman of the
county Republican Central Committee,
returned last night from a flying business trip to Albuquerque.
William Gregg, citizen of Estancia,
reached the city yesterday and attended to personal business while
here. He returned home today.
E. E. Veeder, attorney-at-law- ,
with
offices In Las Vegas, was among those
from the Meadow City who arrived
here yesterday. He came on legal
business.
F. 0. Buck, a commercial traveler
representing a Denver wholesale firm
called on his customers in Santa Fe
yesterday and today. He registered
at the Palace.
Ramon Gallegos, of San Miguel
County, Is registered at the Claire.
Mr. Gallegos is a well known citizen
of the county and came to take a look
at Legislative proceedings.
R. P. Hall, manager of the Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Company,
registered at the Claire Hool yesterday. He is Interested in matters before the Assembly.
C.
J. Roberts, assistant general
counsel of the Santa Fe, Liberal and
Englwood Railroad, of Raton, who
spent yesterday in the city on legal
business, returned home this

Our

Announcement

ESTABLISHED

WW

4

Baby

if

vou dive Him

Pleasant (otako, rapid results.
Contains nothing Injurious.

OUR GREAT MIDWINTER SALE OF
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

Affidavit,

COUOMS, ' COLDS,

CURES

f

n

IS A BIG

SAVING TO YOU ON GOODS PUR-

SOKti THROAT,

h

C

2

BALLARD'S
HOREHQUND SYRUP.

sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
COUOH AND
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
DnilVflr.
nr.,.3 T
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
say
Colo., writes; "I can't
sheet.
for Balli'.rd'n Hora- enoui-sheet.
"
'
Affidavit, 4102b,
hound syrup,
-Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
my baby of tho croup and my
children of sovero Coughs.
sheet.
I know no better modioiuo."
SPECIAL ATTENTION
Claimant's Testimony, 4 074b
and
$1.00
50c
CON25c,
POSSESSES
TODAY'S ANNOUNCEMENT
sheet.
SIDERABLE INTERESTTO THE SHOPPERS. THE
Declaration of Application,
Co.
Ballard Snow Liniment
PAST SEASON HAS LEFT US WITH A NUMBER
sheet.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
DEPARTMENT,
OF BROKEN LINES' IN EVERY
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
WHICH IT IS TO OUR INTEREST TO CLEAR
Affidavit of Witness,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
OUT, AND YOU TO PURCHASE.
YOU ARE ALL INVITED TO COME AND INSPECT
sheet.
fold and Recommended by
THESE GOODS AT AS EARLY AN HOUR AS
Affidavit and Order for Publication
FISCHER DRUG CO.
of Notice of Contest against a Non-re- s
CAN, AND WE ASSURE
YOU CONVENIENTLY
sheet.
ident Entryman,
YOU THE FAIREST TREATMENT AND POPUfull
Final Homestead Proof,
LAR PRICES.
sheet.
WE WISH TO SAY THAT WE WILL HANDLE
sheet.
THE FINEST GOODS IN THE CITY, AND PAY
Sheep Cont acts,
Charles Springer, a wealthy land
1903, English or Spanish,
STRICT ATTENTION TO EACH AND EVERY
pamphlet,
Now selling tit and below cost
in
owner
western
and stock raiser
ONE.
feath- $2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
and
wings
plumes,
fancy
Colfax County, with headquarters near
REGARDING MAIL ORDERS
ers all at a bargain. Felt hats at or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leath
Cimarron, registered at the Palace
own price. Call early and select er, $3.50. Tostage, Leather, ICc, pa
NO MATTER IF YOU DO LIVE OUT IN THE
your
Mr. Springer
Hotel last evening.
ADVANT
per, 11c.
THE
ALL
HAVE
CAN
YOU
of the lot.
cream
the
COUNTRY,
came to view legislative proceedings
SHOP
CITY
Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
AND
RESIDENCE
CITY
AGES OF
and will remain here several days.
$9.50, postage,' 45c.
WITH YOUR
US
PING IF YOU ENTRUST
Miss Grace Choate, a hoalthseeker
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leath
ORDERS.
who has been in Santa Fe for the past
er, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
six months left yesterday for El Paso
7c,
where she will spend several months
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
for the benofit of her health. She was
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
accompanied by her friend, Miss
CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF nearest express office.
Clara Crane, of Davenport, Iowa.
NEW MEXICO.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
George E. Allen and family of Farm- The Now Mexican
Priming Com- Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a vollngton arrived in the city last evenMr. Allen Is a
fruit pany has the largest facilities and ume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
ing.
raiser and fruit dealer of the prosper most modern machinery for doing all each. Postage 25c.
'
s
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
ous San Juan County town. He and kinds of Printing and Binding in
style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f Postage, 45c.
family have been on a visit to Phoenix
Ledgers? Pamphlets and Book
J. P. Criminal Docket,
and other .Arizona towns and are now
Best Book Bindery $2.75. Postage, 45c,
- work a specialty.
foreleft
home.
this
returning
They
in the Southwest.
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
noou for tho North.
Criminal, $4.00. Postage 55c.
The delegation of prominent citizens Mining Blanks.
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
of Las Vegas in town yesterday and
sheet.
of Publisher,
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
Agreement
W.
A.
of
Charles
Ilfeld,
consisting
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Monsy's Digest of New Mexico ReBuddecke, Simon Bacharach. D. .1.
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
ports, Full Sheep, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Herron whose members spent the
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
day here yesterday in consultation
$3.00.
Title BouJ of Mining Property,
with members of the House and CounGaming License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
cil Committees on County and County sheet.
sheet.
Notification of Change In Assess
Mining Deed,
Lines, returned to the Meadow City
ment by Assessor, 100 iu Bnok, $3.75.
sheet.
Mining Lease,
this morning. They expressed them12
Coal Declaratory
sheet.
Statement,
Agreement,
selves as highly pleased with the treatButcher's Bond,
sheet.
ment they had received and the atten- sheet.
sheet.
with Gaming Tables,
CorI Declaratory
Statement
tion paid them by members of tho Assheet.
Application for Uoense,
and by citizens of the Capital. Power of an Attorney,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
g sembly
sheet.
Affidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
sheet.
oral Affidavit,
LABOR UNIONS
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet.
sheet.
Bond and Lease of Mining (J, P.),
Title
ENTER PROTEST
Bond
of
Appearance, (District
sheet.
Property,
sheet.
of Publishing Out of No- Court)
Forfeiture
Organizations In Texas Hold Mass tice,
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
sheet.
Meetings to Take Action on ImBond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
of
Labor
Leaders,
prisonment
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Stock Blanks,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComBill of Sale Animals Bearing VenWaco, Texas, Feb. 13. Mass meet- dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet,
plaint,
sheet.
ings are being called by tho Central
Forcible Entry aud Detainer, Sum
Bill of Sale In Books of 25 Blanks,
Labor Councils, embodying all the la 40c
Sheet,
mons,
per Book.
bor unions In the various cities of this
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
State to protest against tho ImprisonExecution Forcible Entry and
Guardian's Bond and Oatb,
ment of Hoyer, Haywood and
Notes, 25c per pad.
sheet.
who have been In prison for a
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
year In Idaho. These three men were
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
officers of the Western Federation of sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
A
Miners and are charged with murdersheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
ing
Steunenberg of Idaho.
Authority to Gather, Drive and HanDeclaration In Assumpsit,
sheet.
Union men here allege that these men
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note, dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
are being Illegally restrained of their
sheet,
sheet.
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
S. E. Corner
Authority to Gather, Drive and Hanliberty and that a conspiracy exists
sheet.
Satisfacton of Mortgage,
to Keep them from having a trial.
sheet, dle animals Not Bearing Owner's ReAssignment ol Mortgage,
corded Brand,
sheet.
sheet.
Lease,
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
New Mexican advertisers get trade
Warrant to Apprlasers, full sheet,
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Pythian. Regular meeting every llr
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per Do
and third Tuesday evenings at t
sheet,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
o'clock, Casti Hall temporarily will zen.
sheet.
tainer,
Official Bond,
sheet.
Odd Fellows, San Francisco (tree;
sheet;
Replevin Writ,
Visiting Knlghti given a cordial ant .Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Mortgage, full sheet.
,'
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Don't forget our large and complete
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet sheet.
bindery and job department. All work
sheet.
Warrant,
Miscellaneous.
handled promptly and In the moat
sheet,
Commitment,
Cover
Flexible
Pocket
Sheriff's
manner. One trial makea you
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
patron.
permanent
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
each.
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Compilation
Corporation Laws, 75c
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
each.
sheet.
Compilation Mining Laws, 60c each.
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Summons,
Deed, The City of Santa Fe, full'
'
sheet.
t
Subpoena,
sheet.
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
of
Santa
The
Deed,
for
cure
Fe,
Kht
tested
City
tried
found
a
and
have
I
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
natismt Not a remedy that will straighten t
Search Wajrant,
sheet.
distorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor turn bo
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
Spanish Blanks.
sheet.
growths back to flesh again. That Is Imposslb
English,
"'
Auto de Arresto,
But I can now nurely kill the palm and pang
pllego.
for Marlage License,
Application
this deplorable disease.
Auto de Prlslon,
pllego.
sheet.
Spanish,
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stcck, Blacksmith
In Germany with a Chemist In the City
Declaraolon Jurada,
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
pllego.
Darmstadt I found the last Ingredient wl
Certlflcado de Nombramiento,
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.
postage, 17c.
Which Dr. Snoop's Rheumatic Remedy was ma
Missouri
Pleading Forms, 95.00, pllego.
a perfected, dependable prescription. Wltho
Flenza Oficlal,
pllego.
that last ingredient, I successfully treated mai
pstage, 17c.
Flanza Oficlal y Juramento,"
many cases of Rheumatism ; but now, at last, it a
Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
Missouri
WOOD-DAVhefetofo
of
cases
this
curable
cures
all
formly
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New pllego.
granul
much dreaded disease. Those
Contrato de Partldo,
pllego,
Application for License, Retail Liwastes, found in Rheumatic Blood, seem todlssol
Flanza para Guardar la Paz,'
sheet.
quor License,
and pass away under the action of this remedy
Application for License, Game and pllego.
freely as docs sugar when added to pure wit
Escrttura de Renuncla,
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 an!
pllego.
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous was
A
ItfK Can Prstnr.icr.n
Documento Garantizado,
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
plego.l
freely pass from the system, and t'i.e cause
now
Rheumatism Is grvt srever. There is
Hlpoteca de Blenes Muebles,
English and Spanish, 100 In Book, 75c.
wl
real need no actual excuse to suffer longer
Warrant, pllego.
County Superintendent's
out belp. Vi e sell, and In confidence recomme
Documento Garantizado,
extensa
60 In Book, 35c.
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and forma entera, pllego heno.
Certlflcado de Matrlmonlo.'lOc cada
Spanish, 50 In Book, 25c.
Poll Books for City Election, 8 uno.
Formula de Enumeraclon,
pages, 40c.
pllego.
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
Contrato Entre los Dlrectores y
We make a specialty of PBVBLOPING, PRINT
sheet
Preceptores,
pllego.
Lease of Personal
INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Protnp
Contrato de Combustible.
Property,.
pllego,
- Notas Obllgaclones, 25c por 50.
FISCHER DIWG COMPANY sheet.
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
Llbros Certiflcadog de Bonos, $1.
5io8ontli Broadway;
& Pit
LIbros de Reclbos SupervlBores de
nUnLAItU 06 UU.
TRY OUR
AND
WE WANT YOU TO COME
GOODS THIS SEASON, AND WE KNOW THAT
WE CAN PLEASE YOU AND SAVE YOU MONEY.
OUR DEVELOPMENT.
FROM A SMALL LOCAL NURSERY TO ONE OF
THE LARGEST MAIL ORDER HOUSES IN THE
CITY, PROVES THAT OUR GOODS AND PRICES
ARE RIGHT.

BROS.

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
ANNUAL
SALE

2

wont cry

INCORPORAl ED 1903.

18S6.

CHASED NOW.

Commencing Monday, Jan. 21st.

2

CORSET COVERS

CHEMISE

PETTICOATS

DRAWERS

NIGHT GOWNS

WAISTS

2

For

Half

P.

Winter Millinery

Miss A. Mugler.

LEGAL BLANKS.

a Century the Leading
O.

Goods

Dry

o

Box 219.

House

in

the City.

Phone No. 36.

WAGNER

CHARLES

Furniture Company.
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass
Beds, Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc-- , Just Received.

EMBALMING

AND

well-to-d-

first-clas-

UNDERTAKING

e

NATHAN SALMON

A SPECIALTY.

e

306--

San Francisco St.

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

e

10.

1

e
e

2

WINTER GROCERY CO.

'

';

H"

rot

of All Kinds

in

4

2

j

4

j

Specialty.

I

Petl-bon-

TO EAT.

GOOD THINGS

Phone 26

EASTERN CANNED GOODS
ALSO
NEW PANCAKE r LOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.
'

11

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.

4

m. V' BUTTER

& COMPANY

lAUN

WE NOW HAVE A FULL LINE OF

2

I

j

Season.

Phone 26.

2

Non-Mi-

Fruits and Vegetables

H. S.

FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

2

t

Plata.

2

2

2

2

4

2

2

Hardware

111!

01

Sale

CUT PRICES IN
FURNITURE

2

Rugs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,

4

2

2

CALL

AND GET PRICES.

4

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and
Water Supplies

4

4

Rheumatisn

D. S. LOWITZKI.

4

--

4

4

4

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

HHMHBMoi ixcouftATD wmmmmmmmm

H. B. Caktwright & Bro

2

4

WHOLESALE GROCERS

4

2

4

4

THE

IS

Band-lik- e

HARDWARE CO.
i.

2

2

Tolvnknna

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

Dr. Shoop's

2

theumatic

Retried

2

4

Untlimn

The Price of Peace.
The terrible Itching and smarting,
lnciden. to certain skin diseases, is
almost instantly allayed by applying
Salve. Price 25 cents.
ir sale by ill drugglsfa.

1,08 ANGBW8, CAWF.

"GOOD

ROOMS."

can get a good room at the
Hotel Normandle at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.
You will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
You

Grtin, Flour a4 Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Medielao end Orocers' Swidrie.

Camlnos,

LADIES
Just received a full line of White
for Reception and Evening HaU.
220 San Francisco St.

ajsoanassasafss

25c.

General Blanks.
Bond fc Deed,
sneet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet. ,
Poll Books for Town Election,

and

Mollnes

pages, 40c.

MRS. LYNC
(Continued on Page 5.)

Jr

Com
Tne New Mexlcau Printing
pany has on band a large supply ol
writing tablets and scratch pads suit
able for school children, lawyers, mer
chants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
aud cheaper if ordered In larger quan
titles. These' tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
when buvlng.
v your money's worth

2

Plumes, Lacet

ATTtNTWM MVW MAN.

8

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one ol
the beat binderies In the west
Blank

Butchers'

Shipping

Certifi-

Shipping

CertlfK

cates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Blank

Butchers'

cates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

The New Mexican can flo printing .Don't forget our large and complete-bindeequar to that done In any of the large
and Job department
All
cities. Our solicitor; Every piece of work handled In the most
work we turn out. Try our work once manner. One trial makea you a per.
and you will certainly come again. We manent cuatomer.

ry

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, HANTA FE, N.

13, 1907.

ma," can afford to miss the dramatic
version of that celebrated tale, prepared by Willis Maxwell Goodhue,
which Is to be the attraction at the
opera house Saturday night, February

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedule!
of Trains Now In Effect,

fnterlng and

There is no part of the home, that should receive more attention, In
equipping the same, than the kitch en.
This is 'true, whether we employ a chef or adtend to the culiuury duties
on the ability
personally, and much of the happine ss of the home depends
of the cook, for whether we are epicures or not, good cooking is Indispensable.
An
appliances, for, "That whi:h tohousehold, uses
a
Is
becomes
a
tomorrow
necessity," in this progressive world,
day
luxury,
anil this applies to the kitchen.
If you will allow us to show you some of these articles, we feel sure
their utility and merits will be ob vious.

16.

l

-

Come In and See Them

EHLE'S

Hete ate a Few Suggestions,

con-.'ine-

A DOLLAR IN BANK
Is worth more to you than a dollar In

your pocket, because
You know It Is safer;
You are not to liable

to tpend

needlessly;
You can make it earn for you 4
Interest If you deposit it here for a
given time.

'UNIVERSAL" FOOD CHOPPERS.
"LA

Leave

,

SANTA

Torrance County Grand Jury Busy-Tof Jap Clark and W. A.
McCane Soon to Be Held.

2

Special to the New Mexican.
Estancia, Feb. 13. The grand jury
of Torrance
County has returned
an Indictment for murder against
Jan Clark and W. A. Mccane,
charging them with the murder of
J. M. Chase, a deputy sheriff on the 4th
Clark
of Torrance.
of April, 1905,
and McCane will be defended by
Colonel George W. Prichard and A.
B. Renehan, of Santa Fe and the Territory will be represented by District
Attorney Frank W. Clancy, of Albu
querque. It is understood that the
case will be set for Monday next.

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.
SHIRTS MADE TO ORDER

desire to announce tbe arrival of new importa-tion- s
of Fancy Shirtings and cordially invite you to
inspect them at your convenience.
I

i

III

III

TM

AETNA" RICE BOILERS.

"GILMORE'S" IMPROVED

'BLUE DIAMOND"

BEAN

FIRST-CI,A8-

TEA STEEPERS.

ENAMELED

IMPERIAL
"LISK'S"
ROASTERS.

AND CAKE

"PENINSULAR"

POTS.

RANGES.

CABINETS.

MUSIC

EYE

OAK BUFFETS.

FURNITURE,

BED

MAPLE

ARTISTIC HALL TREES.

ROOM
OAK CHINA

SETS.

CABINETS.

2

Plumbing

Depai-men-t

We take pleasure in placing at the disposal of our patrons, the services
Mr. J. Crowley,
of our Plumbing Department, under the management of
who has had wide experience In this sphere of activity, in New York City
and Denver, and whose work we fully guarantee.
We will be pleased to submit estimates on propose.! work.

J

Phone 83.

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

PHONE 132.

Printing Company.

OPERA HOUSE

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
The Santa Fe Filigree and
Jewelry Manufacturing Company.

A fine and extensive assortment of
the latest styles of Jewelry has Just
been purchased and will be sold at
To M. GOODHUES
the lowest possible rate for first class
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
Superb Diamatlzation cf
and aa represented.
The
MARIE CORRELLI'S genuine
manufacture of Mexican filigree JewMarvelous Romance.
elry Is a specialty the finest and
best work lc that line Is turned out
by this company at very reasonable
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladles
WITH
breast pins, In gold or silver, filigree
work manufactured at home and In
CAROLYNEM'LEAN.
the shops of the company by special
The Most Powerftl Play of the design and to suit customers in short
order und from the flneat gold.
Year.
Souvenir spoons, Includes
Regular Prices. Seats at
IRELANDS' Pharmacy. uel Church stamps, in great numbers
and at a low price. Store and factory
208 Don Gaspar
Avenue, Laughlln
a
to
for
afford
If you cannot
pay
building.
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
N. MONDRAGON, Mgr.
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of tbe week's doings. It is
good paper to send to your friends.
The New Mexican Printing Company
is prepared to do the best of brief
01
The Legislative Manual for 1905
onable rates. Lawyers whodesire to
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical have their briefs
printed rapidly and
and official compendium of value tc
correctly and to present them to the
o
officer
and
and
man
every business
Supreme Court now In session here
interest to every citizen, 304 pages on time, should call on the New MexPrice $1.50. Address '.he New Mex ican Printing Company and leave their
lean Printing Company, Santa Fe.
orders.

Saturday February 16, '07.

The New Mexican can flo printing
aoual to that done in any ot tb large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
ork we turn out. Try our wort once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class ot work, including one ot
'he best binderies in the welt

YHlLMA

New Mexican advertisers get trade.

1

AND MECHANIC ARTS.
An Institution giving an Intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mtsilla Valley.
Four full
college courses in agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment A faculty
of 30 instructors; 230 students now In attendance.
Military Instruction by an officer of the tj. S.Army.
Large parade an. athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. 0.) Agricultural College,

A

GRATERS

x

Subscribe for the Daily New Men
can and set the news.

N. M.

ComThe New Mexican Printing
pany is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, Invitations and all work of that
kind.
Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at tbe New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers who de
sire to have their briefs printed rapidly and correctly and to present
them to the Supreme Court now in
session here on time, should call on
the New Mexican Printing Company
and leave their orders.

Cheaper

isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo, Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
Tele
and Socorro. The Santa Fe
phone Company's instruments connect
with these places. . Terms more reasonable than the telegraph.

I. SPARKS,

Manager.

9

0

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

tnd

GRAIN, POTATOES,

'RETAIL.

BALERS '?

SALT and sEEDs.

THE ONI.Y EXCLUMVf GRAIN HOUtt IN SANTA PK, NIW MEXICO.

Mlk.
WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL
much the largest asset we hare Lt oui
customers

saj to their friends, "Every

can be relied upon" ia the

vry

uiie.

To hare our

statement" male ky S.

best reeommealatioi

we ean

satisfaction to buy at

entirely satisfactory.

store Eke ikis.

Itmi

MtM

It

strive

U

cloud

ia a

groat

for. Reliability it our watchword and every sale we make
only after the purchase prove

Spiti

umei

with

it 011 puTaaiM,

SQOlHPT

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry. Diamonds.

will

positively bring results.

HENRY KRICK

A. W.

Sole Agent For

temp's St. Louis Beer

gpiegelberg- -

257. San Francisco Street.

Mails orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. S3,

!

Any Flaver You Dee Ire,
Wo will deliver Soda Water In any

flood deal quicker and much more sat-

HEM

LEO

When in need of anvthlner on earth.

try a New Mexican want ad. It

SODA WATER
IVluch

MAHOGANY

CARRIAGE SERVICE

8

FINE RIGS

Bakmut. Russia. Feb. 13. The coal
mines here caught fire today while
the miners were at work. At the time
this dispatch was filed forty bodies
had been taken from the shaft.

It Is

f

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

I

LIBRARY

1
LIVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

Be-le-

I

"DAISY" STEAK POUNDERS.

BIRDS

HNN

MANY RUSSIANS ENTOMBED
Blank Butchers' Shipping CertifiIN BURNING COAL MINE. cates tor sale by the New Mexican

LIVERY STABLE
NO. 9

'GEM" PLATE SCRAPERS.

MISSION

THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

jjj

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

CALL UP 'PHONE

"SHAKER" FLOUR SIFTERS.

Some Exceptional Values in
the Following Items:

Santa Fe Livery Stable

rial

MEAS-

AND

Om Furniture Department Offers
v

TWO INDICTED
FOR MURDER

THE NEW MEXICO

fIne rigs, reliable horses, single
buggies. surr1es. hacks.

WARE.

STOCK-BOILER-

'ELLIOTT" DIPPERS

COOK'S

MAKERS.

HABERDASHERY

FE

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

IS

'TURQUOISE" ENAMELED

RUST,"

URING GCUPS.

REAL BOSTON

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hani a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
We will
merchants; good anywhere
sell them at live cents in book form,

Let ut assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

IMPORTED

CROIX"
KNIVES.

"UNIVERSAL" BREAD

Your Measure With Us

When in need of anything on earth,
try a New Mexican want ad. It will
positively bring resultj.

Are these not excellent reasons why
you should begin a deposit account
with us?

POACH-

"ANTI

'PERFECTION" CAKE PANS.

The New Mexican Printing Company
la prepared to furnish cards de rislte
tat Indies or eentlemen on short no
tice, In flrat class style at reasonable
prices, either engraved or printed, call
on the New Mexican Printing Co

It

EGG

METAL WARE," TEA AND "BUFFALO" STEAM
ERS.
COFFEE POTS.

'ROME

nei-rer-

.

Timely Suggestions.

New Spring Samples Are In

FE CENTRAL.
County Superintendent of Schools
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe J. V. Conway received several reports
1:20 p. m.
from school teachers In the rural disNo. 2. Northbound arrives Santa tricts today, giving an account of exFe 5:40 p. m.
ercises held yesterday in observance
According, to
of Lincoln's birthday.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
Mr. Conway, yesterday was the first
No. 426. EastbounJ
leaves Santa time in the history of the county
Fe 11 a. m.
schools that Lincoln's birthday was
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
generally observed. Practically every
Fe 3:30 p. m.
school in the country districts held
exercises appropriate for the occasion.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA
Go to Weltmer's for Valentines.
Branch,
The regular session of Santa Fe
Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. Elks, takes
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
over
10:40 a. m. nlann this evenlne in their hall,
No. 721
No. 723
6:50 p. m. Weltmer's book store. After the regu
ne
11:15 p. m. lar session, a social session will
No. 725
held at which a "Palmer Mutton
Depart from Santa Fe Station.
All visiting
8:15 a. m. lunch" will be served.
No. 720
4:20 p. m. Elks are cordially invited to attend
No. 722
7:40 p. m. both the regular session, at which the
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10 new ritual will be exemplified with
and 2 east and iNo. 3 limited west at new paraphernalia, and the social session, at which the usual hospitality of
I.amy.
No. 724 conects with No. 1 west at th Santa Fe herd will be dispensed.
The hour is 8 o'clock. It will be
I.amy.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8 stric'dy a stag affair and not one for
southbound and 9 west at Lamy.
the entertainment of the wives of the
Main Line Via Lamy.
members as erroneously stated.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
The following letters and postal
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
cards are being held at the postoffloe
to Albuquerque to discharge passenAnfor better address or postage:
gers from Santa Fe.
A. Zamora; Mrs. Mllford, Stas,
tonio
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. ni,
New Mexico; Jose Martin Armenta,
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
f:nnnn dft .Temez. New Mexico; Miss
west at Lamy, waiting only for No,
Grace Sullivan, 210 State Street, Saint
10 from the south and No. 3 from the
,
Joseph, Michigan; Pablo Valdez.TJem-bareast.
Colorado; Demecio Baca; Melltou
Martinez, 01 Mrtinez, Taos, New Mexico; George Wil an, 418 Main Street,
Denver, Colorado; Miss Gertrude V.
MINOR CITY TOPICS
Haeckenberg, Lawton, Oklahoma; Mrs.
P. D. Ruisback, Winslo, New Mexico;
Mrs. Huttberg, 1213 Seventh Street;
Valentines at Weltmer's.
Sir Don Hilario Martinez, El Gallego,
St. Valentine's Day tomorrow.
New Mexico; Mrs. M. C. Green, Cerlitis
today lent
rillos, New Mexico; uarmenta
commenced.
care of Pacifico A. DeBaca,
Mrs. Edwin F. Coard of 155 Cerril-lo- s
Blaln, New Mexico; Miss Mary Bell,
'Road, who was seriously ill last Marietta, New Mexico, and one postal
night is slightly improves! today.
card and one letter without any adMiss Stella Cannle who has been dress whatsoever.
confined to her room at 105 Palace
Avenue with la grippe, is considerably
REJECTED SUITOR
improved today.
WANTED GROOM'S LIFE
Samuel G. Cartwright, junior member of the wholesale grocery firm of
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 13. When
H. B. Cartwright and Brother, is
Thomas
McCrary, a prominent cattleto his residence with Illness.
man of Hachita, New Mexico, was
serMiss Morrison who has been
wedded in this city Saturday night to
iously indisposed during the past ten Miss Maria Martinez, daughter of a
days is reported as Improving. Her
native family, it was necesfather Judge A. L. Morrison who has prominent
for a cordon of the city police to
sary
also been ill is doing well.
guard the home of the bride in order
A party consisting of the Misses to
prevent McCrary from being asShewoll and Hecker and Messrs. J. W. sassinated by an enraged rejected
Dorman, Corbett and Llngenfelter suitor who swore vengeance on the
made a trip to the Crater, fourteen groom. McCrary felt well able to take
miles Southwest of Santa Fe today.
oare of himself and bride; but memNo lover of one of the best novels bers of the family thought It best to
written in the last ten years, Marie have the officers there and thus preCorrelll's never-dyinsuccess, "Thel- - vent possible bloodshed.
SANTA

FIVE.

PAGE

M,

quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 88.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
in city.
The only
in
none
to
Second
Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
Electrical Baths
tl. 50
25
Other Baths
Parlors Located Writ Side Plana
W. H. KERR. Proof ielot
first-clas-

s

....

Indian and

Tlexican

meres

ana Curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO: .To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

Blankets,
OUR

THIS WEEH OUR SPECIAL SALE OF.

Ladles Maslin Underwear.
The Largest and Handsomest Line Ever
Shown in This City.
JJO

ALL NEW GOODS JUST RECEIVED.
LEFTOVERS FROM LAST SEASON.
Satire line Sold at Eastern Retail Prices
.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

page

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

six- -

bail liis secotiTlober.

Santa Fe Central

thought-

Rail-

TIlxlE TABLE
Thursday

Nov.

South Boilud
No

1

"l in

North Bound
Statlom.

:Mlj

pT)22

Lve77.7SwitaFe.,.Arr
"
Keunedy.... "
41 "
Stuilev..,, ""
4 0Op hi ".
Morlarty...
"
4 25 p 61
Molutoih... "
"
Kitaneia.... "
H5f) t9
WlUard.... "
'P 81 "

tP
:i'P

8

15

p lit)

1906.

29,

Arr....Torranoe..Lve

Mtl No

2

7,000" 8 40
6,0MI 4 30
8,370 8 30
6,2IS0

8,170
6,140
8,12,1
8,475

8 65
2 31
2 Oft
12 c0
11

00

p
p

p
p

p
p

p
a

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
Connections:
At Santa Fe, with
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At
with Kl Paso & Southwestern
System.

Tor-rane- e

S. B. GRIMSHAW,

General Freight and Passenger Agent.

111! WOMAN

sun and fierce storiiis'of life, anil tne
faded beauty which has nothing behind It, which is only a wreck, Is pitiful Indeed.
The woman who having been taught
that not being pretty she must, In order to hold her own with the world,
learn how to be entertaining and useful and who has taken the lesson widely to heart has much the advantage of
such a one In the loug run, for Time Is
a merciless artist in faces, and as the
years go by time carves u Hue here,
softens an outline there, until at last
under his touches the soul within, be
It good or evil, shines out clearly
through the face.
Emerson says that a "beautiful woman Is a picture which drives all beholders nobly mad." But we cannot
hang a beautiful woman upon the wall
as n picture nor stand her upon a
pedestal as a statue. Therefore, pleasant as beauty of feature and symmetry of form are to the eye, we require
something more from those who are
part and parcel of our dally lives.
We nil know pretty faces for which
we care little or nothing and homely
countenances which are fair to our
sight because of the sterling souls
Tiiich underlie them. Pittsburg Press.

MRS. ELIZABETH RODGERS.
Organizer of the Women' Cathollo
Order of Forester.
Mrs. Elizabeth Uodgers of Chicago Is
cue of the most quietly effective women in women's affairs in this country.
She labors for her sex at all times, and
her life work bas written for her In
large letters the word success. Mrs.
Rodgors lias been n close student of the
labor movement in this country. At
one time she was a leading figure In
the field of economic reform, and her
influence often made Itself felt In the
general assemblies of the Knights of
Labor when that organization was a
power In the lund.
Mrs. Uodgers Is president of the Women's Catholic Order of Foresters, and
stated that she has been at
when it

--

I'uiierlng the

Hooma.
For the average small house, such as
one finds in rows in every suburban
town, according to Suburban Life, It Is
a very good plan to run the same wallpaper through the entire first floor, Including the hall. This makes the house
seem larger, and If desired variety may
be given by different ways of treating
detail, different colored woodwork In

the different rooms and different
ored curtains

each room.

For

In-

stance, If the walls are covered with a
soft green throughout we may have
white paint In the parlor, dark green
In the dinltg room, natural wood finish In the hall, at the north windows
thin yellow silk or silkoline curtains,
at the south ecru uet, white muslin or
silk with a blue and green figure. A
house needs to be. both large and spacious, with big, high studded rooms, to
look even passably well with thi usual
kaleidoscopic method of doing each
room In a different color without regard to the others. It would be much
more harmonious to choose some keynote or tone, as gray, brown or green,
and lead from oue room to another
with variations, but with constant regard to the harmonious effect In passing through. With any of these colors
as a ground tone oue can do much, or
even the list three well chosen would
go well together, and blue may be carefully Introduced "carefully" meaning
that w ith gray we need a cold blue and
with brown or green we should use a
green blue. Yellow here counts with
the browns.

MltS. ELIZABETH RODGERS.

the head of that organization for some
fifteen years uo more need be said to
explain the value of her services or the
esteem in which she is held.
Mrs. Rodger in her girlhood was a
shoe worker, and she Joined the Order
of St. Crispin in 1878. Later she became active In the Knights of Labor
and was elected master workman of
a local assembly, serving two terms In
that position. At the Cleveland convention of 188:! Mrs. Rodgers was
chosen
general organizer for the
Knights of Labor, and subsequently
she organized the Woman's Catholic
Order of Foresters, with which she has
since been Identified.
.

Value of Personal Beauty.
Teach the children both the worth
and worthlessness Of personal beauty.
A precious Jewel shows to better advantage when handsomely set, and the
woman who has culture of mind and
heart adds rare attractions, which are
ludeed irresistible.
History tolls us how Queen Elizabeth, with all her ability, made a fool
of herself because she was not willing
that any woman should be thought
better looking than herself, because
tshe could not be content with
Mine, de Stuel, It history is to be believed, sighed often in spite of her
brains and the fame which she won

thereby for the personal beauty which
was so hopelessly beyond her reach,
and oue may read between the lines of
every one of George Kllot's novels her
admiration and covetousness of physical good looks.

fair face Is a pleasant thing to behold, and they who are so fortuuate as
to possess it should be taught to look
upon it as on liny other talent, to use
and not abuse It.
Every woman has the right to make
herself as good looking as she can-n- ay,
more, she owes it as a duty to
society to do so. Vet beauty which Is
jui rely physical is a frail thing at best,
fading soon and surely under the hot

In

col-

A

I

Quite a Difference.
"Did Howard's rich uncle's death
make much difference In bis style of

living?"
"Decidedly yes. He changed from
hardpan to Panhari.
Poor Fool.
The masher's djt who fondly hopes
With girls to have his fling.
Though he may think he knows the
ropes.
They'll get him on a string.
Philadelphia Press.
Belief,

"He believes thoroughly In himself,"
said the admiring friend.
answered Miss Cayenne.
"Yes,"
"Some people are so credulous."
Washington Star.
Some People.
I sing you a
strange song,
And the fact la Just as I cite-So- me
will
at no wrong
stop
people
ust to make other people do right!
-- New York Life.

vy

strong way. She hasn't lieen patronizing him. World's Work.

a Mil Nile.
Enougiv
When some people wish to clean the
"I cannot. sing the old songs,
the new."
cannot
I
tyluy
an
incandescent burner they
fittings of
He looked ut her In ecstasy.
are often puzzled about a place for the
I
love you!"
"Oh, darling,
-mantle. The mere contact with a hard
Judge.
substance will sometimes shatter such
His Address.
n fragile thing, therefore resting It on
a table Is a risky proceeding.
But
"They say be Is a man of fine address?"
when this method Is applied the man"Yes." Hf always has his mall sent
Insert a
tle can be safely removed.
hatpin or knitting needle In the loop at to the best club in town." Town
the top and then balance the pin across
an empty tumbler. The mantle then
The Reaaembiage.
rests Inside, where.lt Is safe.

J

K II in 1 nil I In w Proves.
The up to date housewife Is giving an
Interpretation of the word eliminate.

f

The congresssaen, a loyal crew,
Once more have ventured out
With very many things to do
And more to talk about.
Washington Star,

All

unnecessary hangings, pictures,
and trifles that serve but
as dust catchers are conspicuous by
their absence In the well conductel
household.
Comfort,
simplicity and
beauty are combined in an arrangement that is satisfying from the standpoint of both art and hygiene.
brie-u-br-

At Others See Ut.
"No," said Ardupp, "I never blow
my own horn."
"Find It difficult to raise the wind,

DAILY PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

To Santa Fe soon, watch 'for
date of arrival and location.
Complicated cases solicited. I
succeed where others fall. Eyes
examined by any own patent, the
improved Optlmeter. Brazilian
No "hold 'up"
lenses used.
prices. 50 per cent cheaper than
all others,

Blffklns.-Pu-

DR. KIM E
EYE SPECIALIST.

Watch for date of arrival and
location.

Climatic Uncertainty,

The weather prophet's way Is set
Mid sonrow and unrest.
He tells what kind we ought to get
And then hopes for the best.
Washington Star.
Two of a Kind.

Palace.
Adam Darling, Denver; E. T.
Greenville, Texas; Chas. B.
M. J. Allen,
Kehrman, St. Lou-iaKingman, Kas.; F. O. Buck, Derrver;
A. B. McMillen,
Albuquerque; R. H.
Brown, Kansas City; W. D. McFerran,
Albuquerque; E, E. Veeder, Las Vegas; Charles Springer, Cimarron,
Claire.
Roman Callegos San Miguel; R. P.
Hall, Albuquerque; F. C, Lamar, Fremont, Ohio; G. W. Ferryman, Omaha;
L. F. Stone, Sallda; Robert Morris,
,
Dubuque, Iowa; G. E. Story, Weather-fordOklahoma; William Gregg,
Clem-men-

Normandic.
Iaidoro Giallegos, Rafael Gallegosf.
East Las Vegas; N. L. Brown, Pueblo;
R, B. Ferris, A. M. Maudlin, Alamo-

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
or Retail A SPECIALTY
LEGAL BLANKS-Wholes- ale
Loose Leaf Ledgers Commercial Bank Books Records
and Briefs for Lawyers.

and family, Farniington.
Coronado.
J. A. Moutoya, Albuquerque;
Duran, Ortiz, Colo.

Preston
Leave 1140 a. m.
',;
r.eave
Koehler June . .Arrive 11 10 a. ,n.
Koehler
Arrive 11 30 a. m.
Arrive
Leave 10 25 a.m.
Leave (c)
Vermejo
8 45 a. m,
.....Cerrosoao
..Leave
Lcavo
Cimarron
Leave 9 25 a. m.
Arrive
Arrive

13

;',.

2o
23
33
41
47

NEW

MEXICO.

Island train due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
at
points 5 hours, meals furnished
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days In
advance.
and

'

-

Two of the best known and best
machines for all purposes on the
Address all communications and In
market.
qulrles to the

Roswell Automobile Co.
Roswell,

Max

.

.

.

.

.

New Mewc

AND

REALTY

-

-

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought Sold and Exchanged.
:

Money Lent on Approved Security.

BENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fftfit Trees.
--

103 Palufi

Avenue,

TfcviM

Nt.

1M.

DIRECT ROUTE
TO
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Jaan country of Colorado.
For information as to rUes, train service, descriptive literature, etc., call on or address

KANSAS,

1

S. S. McBRIDE,

Agt.
Santa Fe, N. M.

"TOTHRN in neoA
Wk anv.
swrr nt
Waaa on Earth try aj
mwmm

1

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

i

It will positively bring results.

fvr

BLANK BOOK

All Work Guaranteed
AT LOWEST

ADDRESS

Ul,

BUSINESS

PW

COMMUNICATIONS

POSSIBLE
TO

First-Clas- s

FIGURES.

"

MEXICAN PRIflTipG
Santa Fe,

I

i

vuiuiuuupcauuy

NEW MEXICAN

EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

Non-Residen-

S, K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.,
Denver, Colo

THORNhMLL.

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.

COMPANY.

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Mar ager.

Kansas Avenue,

TOPEKA,

n
Bureau
Empioymen!

H
Rew plei

unless collection
Is made. We mak e
collections In all parts of the U.S.
ANTHONY P.WILSON, Attorney.

Publishers of
DAILY

30 p. m.
01 p. in.

Agents for the Buick Automobiles, one of the best known
Best Machines for all pur poses on the market.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy a Favorite.
Cough
"We prefer Chamberlain's
Remedy to any other for our children," says Mr. L J. Woodbury of
Twining, Mich. "It has also done the
work for us In hard colds and croup,
and we take pleasure in recommending It." For sale by all druggists.

uirag

THE

Arrive 13
Arrive la

sa, Colo.; E. L. Mtoriarty, B. N. Wood,
Rocky Ford, Colo.; George R. Allen

D2,A
lfiiini

BOOK BINDERS

Clifton

Mail anil Passenger Line between
Roswell, N. M, and, Torrance, N. M.,
daily Sunday Included, connection
with all trains on the Rock Island
and Santa Fe Central Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock

Intoxicated Individual
Shee the
THE FLORIST
show?
Enthusiast Yes; I tw It twice.
ALWAYS ON HAND
Intoxicated Individual So'd I. Illus- CUT FLOWERS
FLORAL DESIGNS FOR PARtrated Bits.
TIES, FUNERALS, ETC.
Wanted to Know.
to
Irishman (hunting for burglars) Is Mail Orders Promptly Attended
92.
Phone
Colorado,
there any oue there? (No answer.) Is
DOUGLAS
there any one there? If not, speak up CORNER SEVENTH AND
- New Mexico
East Laa Vegas
and say so.Plek-Me-t'p- .

. .

Raton

Leave

Roswell Automobile Co

HOTEL ARRIVALS

413

r

Leave (a)

RATON,

No fee charged

Plck-Me-t'-

7

No. 8.

1

Record-Heral-

Not Visible.

"

STATI0NS

Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
in Dawson, N. M., at C: 10 p. ni.
"Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No.' 123, leaving
Dawson, N. M at 10:05 a. m.
U) Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
Track Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
'
Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
J. VAN HOUTEN, V. P. & Gen. Mgr. W- - A GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
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Best Equipped and Iost lodern Book Bindery in the Southwest

B

ck.

Landlady How do you find the
chicken?
Boarder is haven't found It yet

'

53 p, m.
20 p. in.
45 p. in.

5
6

Pressing Needlework,
Manj handsome, heavily embroidered
pieces cannot be dampened or made
wet. In such cases lay t lie piece, InQuits.
verted, over several thicknesses of a
The Wife I ouly wish I knew ns
dampened white cloth. In short, the
For Rheumatic Sufferers.
Ironing boiml is dampened instead in' much about you before I married you.
The quick relief from pain afforded
the pie, e. The depth of soft folds al"Well, It was Just my luck that you by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
York Life.
lows the raised parts to sink In, so didn'tr-Xe- w
makes It a favorite with sufferers from
that when the pressing Is done they
rheumatism, sciatica, lame back, lum
A Proud Boast.
stand out well.
bago, and deep seated and muscular
I am so quick upajj my feet,
pains. For sale by all i.rngg'sls.
So actively I skip and hop,
A DistimiNhlnK
Hint.
That I can dodge the whisk broom of
In washing vessels which have been
Thepurter in the barber shop!
I CAN SELL
used to prepare eggs in any way or to
New Orleans
h i!d baiter of any kind of dough allow
Your Real Estate or Business
a cold water spigot to run upon them
For Future Reference.
iw Matter Where Located
lirst. Hot water cooks the eggs and
"They say the old man burled the Properties and Business of all kinds
stiffens llic floury pastes, making it gallon jug'"
sold quickly to -- "sh In all parts of the
doubly dillicuU to clean the pot, pau or
"Yes, but he blaze! the tree over UP United St tea. Don't wait. Writ, tokellle in question.
day describing what you have to sell
Atlanta CChstltutlon.
and give cash price on same.
IF YO WANT TO BUY ...
If a sheet is hemstitched it should be
Hard Luck Stories.
any kind of Justness or Real Estate
done at both ends. If only oue end Is
TW'upa and downs of life"
Men will discuss with frowns;
anywhere, at any price, write me your
worked the wear will come always iu
Not when their "ups" are rife,
I can save you time
the same place, as the sheet can ouly
But when they strike their "downs." requirements.
and money.
lie used one way, with the hemstitchHouston Post.
DAVID P. TAFF,
ing at the top.
THE LAND MAN.
At It Again.
415 Kansas .Avenue,
He What a lovely jcomplexlon Miss
Skirt linings become soiled, and it Is
KANSAS.
TOPEKA,
a good plan to go over them from time linklelgh has!
She Yes. That girl's a born artist.
to time with u cloth well wrung out In
warm water. This will remove the Chicago News.
dust nnd freshen the lining.
Stranger Than Fiction,
The
Truth still may be stranger than Action.
Rinse flannelette garments in a weak
A girl whom 1 very well knew
American
solution of alum uud water after washBecame a man's wife to reform him
Collection
This
maInflammable
makes the
And succeeded in doing It too.
ing.
terial less liable to take fire.
Clago
Agency.

Boou to Sewing Women.
"The most sensible Invention that!
know of," said the woman who makes
her own clothes, "Is the little leather
thimble for the first finger of the left
baud. Every woman who sews knows
how soon that finger becomes disreputable and untidy because of the frequent needle prints which It gets. The
work Is always held over that finger,
and the needle Is constantly taking off
little slices of it or Jabbing Into It. At
first It Is sore, but soon reaches the
Fifteen minutes' relaxation and rest
callous atid unsightly stage where the
very day will help to keep away that
fiercest Jab does not affect it. But It
looks dreadful, and I know more than worn look.
one woman who will not sew much
JINGLES AND JESTS.
because of it They are proud of their
k
stand
can't
hands and siv they simply
Her Fate.
having a chawed up left forefinger.
was a young lady named Rata,
The lcathei thimble solves the dlffl There
Who always sat up very late.
cully."
When asked why she did It
'
She aald 'twas to rid It
Mrs. Sutto's Wny.
(Her mind) of forgetting her dates.
Situated in the rarefied stratum of She took up a memory grind,
and the rhythmic mind,
women o wealth and social position, Shakespeare
She studied Queen Catherine and I.ndy
distwo trait give Mrs. Russell Sage
Macbeth,
tinction her excellent mental endow- Ophelia and sweet Juliet's death,
And when she got through-o- h,
happy,
ment and her democracy. Her comsweet Kate,
Is
of
the
sense
that
equality
pelling
Had forgot to forgot forgetting her dates!
noblest element In her makeup. She
Chicago News.
will criticise a servant for a mistake
or a oaohman for a delinquency in
Condition Lacking.
precisely the way that a city editor
Lawyer Madam, I think that when
"calls down" one of his staff. It Is your husband takes his sober second
masterful, complete, and It leaves no thought be will-F- air
resentment. She has done it in a big.
Client Mr. Sharpe, he has never

p.m.

5

-

Raten

5 4.1

4
5

Diplomas from New York Eye
Infirmary, National Optical College, St. Louis, and Great NorthAlso endorseern, Chicago.
ments from scores of citizens
throughout America.

Dist from

No. 1.
p. in.
p. in.
p. in,
p. in.
p. in.
p. m.

4

FREE

EXAMINATION

Train
00
40
88
35
oo
20

3
4

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
been repainted, and refurnished, and
Extremes.
For girls ho know their feet are small is now one of the heat In the TerriWe do not care a fig.
tory.
They handle everything in the
They're
proportioned after all
line from both eastern and
eating
It makes their heads too big.
western markets. A'call will convince
Cathollo Standard and Times.
you that they know the business.

eh?" said

PRINTERS
PUBLISHERS

be given of openln g. of other extensions.

COMING

Equipment.

Parke If I move out to the suburbs,
what do I need?
Lnue-.- V
silk hat, a frock coat, a
Removing; the t'ollar Lines.
There are two ways of removing the baby carriage and a mowing machine.
dark collar line about the throat. One -- New York: Life.
Is to apply peroxide of hydrogen by
The Buttoner.
means of a bit of absorbent cotton or a
We've praid the man behind the gun
soft cloth. Apply two or three uiglils
to
on
As
wjir he raced.
until the stain Is blenched off. In a
Now let us naalso that patient soul,
accombe
of
this
should
weeks
couple
Tie man llrrliid. the waist.
New York Press.
plished. The other way Is to rub cold
cream or vaseline well into the throat,
The Gashght of Love.
letting it remain all night, then wiping
off whatever excess of grease there Is
"Your daughter, sir, Is the light of
In the morning and bathing with soap my life."
and hot water. Do this every night for
"Well, take Jher and pas; the gas bills
two or three weeks, and the dark line yourself." Woman's Home
will gradually disappear.

The

The line of his railway from Raton to Cimarron, N.
M., including the Koehler Branch, Is now open for
FREIGHT AND PASSENGER traffic. Due notice will

23!"

Detroit Tribune.

1907.

13,

Railway Company.

Skiddoo.
She said htr age tfas twenty-thre- e,
And, though pi all did disagree
And aald she looked like thirty-threStill we replied the same aa she,
"Twenty-tijree-ye-

FEBRUARY

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific

-i

Sketch.

way Company

Effective

- yolT-

WEDNESDAY,

COPpjlY

New Mexico.

A.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE,

1907.

13,

(AGE SEVEN,

The-

--

NEW MEXICAN

E T

Daily- -

M, N.
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SHORT STORY
mile south of Albuquerque, N. M., ,t the

Men ia 81

Specially Selected From Among Bett
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System
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Old Mexico.

Osana San's
Adventure
By

1MJ6,

by

shade

"She's delicious." agreed Mr.
"And the American words
and phrases you have taught her make
her doubly so. She gives a twist to
them that Is all her own. I tell you,
Alice, she could teach our American
women a good many things she's so
demure and quiet and contented."
Yet, had Mr. Carrington but known
It, contented was precisely what Osaua
San was not. A perfect crater of unrest burned In her little soul. Her
blood raced in time to the pulse of
spring, and as she walked through the
tileepy," half ilesorted .streets of Yacco
there was nothiug In the world for
which she longed so much as for an
adventure, and she had her wish. As
she passed the door of a teacup shop
the wind gave a sudden gust, blowins
her paper parasol Inside out and
wrenching It from her hand. A whir!
of dust tilled her eyes, and she shut

"OAJI

OAl!" UHU C.UU'.l) IN JAPANBSB.
"liTOl" Hid! KI'uP ME I"

them with a quick blink. When she
opened them, she saw a tall man In
blue serge standing iu front of her. He
was holding hi r parasol.
"I think this is yours," he said, smiling pleasantly,"
"A thousand thank yous," murmured
Osana San In her very best English. "1
fear my humble parasol has given your
illustrious self a great trouble."
"A great pleasure, believe me," he
answered, alien, with a long look at
Osana San, he raised his bat and went
back Into the teacup shop.
"Oh!" breathed Osana Sau, rubbing
her smooth Augers 'up and down the
bamboo handle where his hands had
touched It. How tall and handsome he
was and bow broad shouldered! She
had seen few American men save Mr.
Carrington, for Yacco, though not far
from Tokyo, .was off the main line and
so Inaccessible that travelers seldom
came there. Mr. Carrington, moreover,
was old, with a wrinkled face and
white hair, while this stranger, was
young divinely young, with a way ot
The rose deepened In her
looking.
cheek as she remembered it. It was a
day of marvels. And there were more
to come, for, standing near by, so near
that it was a wonder she bad not noticed It, was a strange object such as
Osana San bad never seen before. Shi
guessed It to be one of the horseless
carriages of which Mrs. Carrington
had told tier. She gazed at It, fascinated. And then n wild Idea took possession of her. She wondered how tt
would seem to sit on the cushioned
'leather seat I She gave a hurried
glance up and down the street. There
was no one In sight In the teacup
hop the young American was busily
selecting china. His back was turned
toward her. He, would never know.
Swiftly she made up her mind and
stepped Into the motor.
"Now I am tike an American girl,"
she said to herself, Intoxicated with
the newness of the thing. She heard
a heavy step In the shop behind ber
and started up guiltily.' Her moment
of stoleu sweetness was over. But alas
for Osana San! In ber haste the wide
sleeve of her kimono caught on the
lever of the machine. She Jerked It,

streets, with alleys

SO

feet

treei;

public school house, coating $18,000; church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; aev-trlarge mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent Boiler Mill, capacity 150 btrrels daily; large winery ; three

Yac-co-

lpari."

70-fo- ot

die IIiHS feet, laid

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

Homer Sprague

It was a bright spring noon. Sunlight poured down over the qualut glis.
tening roofs of the little town of
Mists rose and melted from the
encircling rice fields. The perfume of
cherry blossoms was upou the wind
an erratic wind that blew in breath
snatching puffs and twirled the little
fans In the black pqllshed coiffure of
- Osana San as she, toddled
daintily
along the street In her lacquered
dais. Her blue and gold kimono caught
the sunlight with a gleam. Her huge
red sash, tied In a butterfly bow, added
a daring note of color, and her gayly
flowered paper parasol made Just the
background for her delicate oval face.
Her skin was the cream of Ivory
faintly tinted with rose. Her mouth
was like a scarlet lily, and her slanting
eyes were like dark Jewels very somber, but with a brilliant glint In their
depths.
"She looked as If Bhe had stepped
straight out of the 'Mikado' or off a
Satsuma vase," declared Mrs. Cavrlng-ton- ,
the wife of the American consul,
glancing up from the luncheon table to
watch the passing of Osana San. "She
Is the very essence of this beautiful

residence lots,

out with broad 10 and

Constance D'Arcy Mtckty

Copyright,
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1,000 business

tels, reetaurautg, etc.,
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EXPEESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRALSS OF THE SANTA Ft WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO SELIK,
FAST

LIMITED

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lota offered ara in the center of the city,,

ti

We deed a first class bakery, tailor eaoi,

gravel.

house, jeweler, plumbing ihoj.. planing mill, coat
yard, drag store,

barnm

shop, ete., etc.,

It importance as a great commercial railroad
in the utar fitare eaamot ke autiia.it!.

Mexico.
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easy payments;
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BELEN TOWNSITE

Belen ia the largest shipping point
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well

(many of them improved by crltivation) ; no lead c

On-thir-

fur wool, flour, wheal, wine, beani and hay in Central New

city

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

leading

East and West from Chicago, Kama City, Galverfoi
point Eait to San Francuco, Lot Angeles, El Tim

Ftrttire Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y- -
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
and the mischief was (lone. Quietly
the machine began rjlllng aloug the
street, for awhile she was too dazed
to scream, ami when she found voice
she was already on the outskirts of
Yacco.
The road stretched on miles
ahead, as straight ami white as a lou
ribbon. A laborer tolling in the rice
fields raised his head to look at her.
"Oal!
Oul!" she cried In Japanese.
"Stop me! Stop me!" The man stared
at her stupidly, loo amazed to move,
and she sped past him. tier bauds
fluttered about the nickel plated won
ders of the motor like a pair of frightened birds. Perhaps If she pressed
something tt would stop! Very cautiously she tried. The result was a
loud "Honk, honk!" ear piercing and
terrible. Osana Sari crouched on the
seat with a sob of utter despair and
helplessness. On and ou she went,
past rice fields and low lying marshes
where cranes flew, calling dismally to
one another; past little thatched farm
houses sheltered from the midday
glare by clumps of graceful bamboo
Osaua San was becoming desperate,
Something must be dono. Gathering
her courage together, she pushed and
pulled at all the contrivances she could
lay, hands on, and luck favored her.
In front of a louely' wayside temple
the motor came to a sudden stop.
With a great breath of relief, Osann
San alighted. Tears were still glistening on her cheeks. "Here In the shad
ow of the temple I will be safe," she
suid, "and I will wait till the august
and honorable strauger comes for bis
most terrifying machine."
But when the stranger, whose name
was Douglass Morton, arrived In a
some hours later he found
Osana Sau cuddled up on the temple
steps, fast asleep.
"Poor little frightened butterfly!" he
murmured. "Thank heaven she's safe!
It's a pity to waken her."
Osana San opened her eyes and saw
him bending over her.
"Most august," she fultered, "my
name Is Osana Sau, and my unworthy
curiosity"
"That's all right," Morton said heartily. "I understood how It happened
and all you're going to tell me, except
how In thnndur you had wit enough to
Since you're safe,
stop the machine.
nothing else matters, and I bless all
the gods of Japan that this road Is a
straight as a string. Otherwise well,
we won't think of that. Besides, there
Is much else to talk of. Do you believe In love at first sight, Osana San?"
Osana San shook ber glossy head.
"My poor Intelligence does not com
prebend your Illustrious words," she
answered.
Morton laughed.
"I haven't time to pick It out of the
"but I'll
phrase book now,"
explain It later If It takes me nil the
rest of uiy life to do It, or perhaps
Mr. Carrington, the American consul
will explain It for me. He knows my
family, and he ought to do me a good
turn. You won't be afraid to ride back
with me, will you, Osana San? The
auto can't run away with you now, yov
know."
So back they went to Yacco, wbile
the shadows of .night deepened among
the bamboo,' and the moon rose, looking as large and red as a paper lantern, And a week later, tn the
pretty drawing room, Doug
lass Morton urged his impetuous suit
When Osana anflnally understood
,
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BARGAINS.

Herewith are some bargains offered

by the New Mexican Printing Company: , Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory ot New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, fl; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
Pleading fo.ms, IS; Missouri Code
Pleadings, S6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws ot New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.26; fall
leather, 13; SherlE's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, (1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- Poration Laws 75c; CompllaJtllon Mb- -

Eh? You are sail for Ectaly?
Oh, my, I weesh I Bon' weoth youl
show you all da place to sea
An' all da besto peopla, too,
An' evratheeng: you want, my frand.
So you could know w'en you are through
All theengs een dat no granda land
Oh, my, I weesh I gon' weoth youl
1

Eh? Sure! I know da lan' so wal
I Keeve advice bayfore you go;

I tal you all you want me tal.

Wat

ees eet you weell like for know?
Da churcha? No; not Rome, my fraud.
I tal you eef you want for see
Da fines' wans een all da land
You musta go for Napoll.
Da music? You are fond of eet?
Wal, den, baylleve me eef I say
Ees no wan play so gran', so sweet,
Like Banda Napoll ees play.
Wat kinda wine? Chlantl! Oh,
My frand, you must have taste of datl
Da best ees mak' from grapes dat grow
By Napoll, so becg, bo fat!
Eh? Where da besta peopla leeve?
'
Wal, now, I want you com' t
Bayfore you sail, an' I weell , ..e
You names som' frands een Napoll!
Eh? Where da prltta ladles ees?
Ah, my! Ravenna ees da place, '
Not Napoll for flndtn' dees.
Ravenna girls ees gotta face
So sweet and teeth so white as snow,
nna
So brighta eyes, so black da
ees my town? Oh, no!
ces
Rosa
com'
she
from
dere.
My
You know, I com' from Napoll,
Dat'a how I know so mooch to tal
About da besta theengs to see;
You see, I know dem vera wal.

Wells Fargo & Company

Express.
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States, Csrac'a, lVfr'cn
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

.
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Eh? Wal, good day, my frand.
I (lad for tal you w'at to do
Ben Eetaly bayfore you go

Oh, no!

1 gon' weeth you!
Oh, my,
T. A. Daly In Catholic Standard and
Times.

jjRern

i

ngf'

An Interrupted Experiment.
"The man who Invented the machine
that automatically milks cows has de
vised an attachment that will utilize
the waste energy In a mule's hind
legs."
"How does it work?"
"He hasn't completed his experiments. He attached the device all
right, but the mule had a little waste
The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
energy that the machine didn't take
up. This excess, which was stored In
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
the mule's left hind leg, was handed to
bf better grades of printing and binding caters
particularly to
the Inventor with great suddenness
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littl
and much vigor."
"How far did the mule kick him'"
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
"As far as the nearest hospital, two
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
Cleveland
miles and a half away."
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
Plain Dealer.
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with 'he ComA Recommendation.
Address The New
pany in regard to the next lot of printing.
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WHITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MOBB
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSI THEY IAV1
MON1Y 8THI11 PAYS.
TIME, AND TIME

Ii

rap-Idl-

NEW
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BARGAINS.

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheet
bound $1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri, Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Lews of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
leather,. $3; 1906 English and Spanish
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.26; full
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.60;
Sheriff! - Flexible
Cover
Pockot
or
two
Docket,
single, $1.25;
more books, $1 eacb; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos- 3 to 10, In
elusive, delivered at publisher's price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
SOc; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $6.60, delivered;
full list school blanks.

RECENT

INVENTIONS.

M. Town of L'tlca, N. Y.,
an arrangement of elec-

Miss Anna
has invented
tric lights of practical service- to those
who cannot hear the doorbell or telephone bell. Wlien either bell rings a
brilliant light flashes through the
rooms, a difference lu color distinguishing the two bellsv
After seventeen years striving tirelessly to invent a mechanical device
which experts told him was impossible
Joseph Petrlllo of Boston has succeeded In inventing the long sought for
"one wheel quarter hour striker" for
clocks. For a century skilled workmen
from all over the world have been at
work trying to accomplish this striker.

Managing Director Well, and what
are your qualifications for the post of
.
night watchman?
Applicant Well, sir, for oue thing,
the least noise wakes me up.
.

-

TALES

OF

CITIES.

u

ITALY.

nio

"The Hoad to Yesterday" Is a success at the Herald Square theater,
New York.
"Mile. Sallle," the very musical
"went broke" in New York and
bad to close.
Lew Dockstader has some uew jokes
and novel "stage business" In his lat
est minstrel ottering.
"The Man of the Hour" is proving
oue of the plays of the hour at the
Savoy theater, New York.
A uew act, showing the bottom o?
the sea, has been written for 'Teter
San.
Pan" by Jcmes M. Barrle.
Paula Eduardes opened recently at
Genuine Eloquence.
the Casino, New York, In "Princes
Appeals from the organized charities Beggar," a new musical comedy.
are coming in from all directions. And
Wilton Lackaye's dramatization oi
there are sources of appeal which are
"Les Miserables" and named "Law
not organized, yet quite worthy. One
and the Man" Is strong and full of
of the raggedest, dirtiest, most dejectcolor.
curbon
the
ed of mendicants, sitting
In spite of the condemnation of most
stone, appealed to me by his appearI bad passed him in disgust, of the critics, "The Daughters of Men,"
ance.
then conscience drove me back to him by Charles Klein, author of "The Mu
to see If he really suffered. "If In sic Master," made money In New
want, why don't you beg?" I demand- York.
ed In anger.
David Belasco's new star, Frances
"Why don't you say
something?" "Sure It's begging I ara," Starr, Is aWy filling the shoes abdl
he replied. "But you don't utter a cated by Mrs. Leslie Carter last year.
word, man!" "I don't? Look at this" Yet some .folks say Mrs. Carter Is not
picking up his nasty remnant of "a Jealous of Miss Starr.
coat "and can't you see the sklu
speaking through my trousers? And
CLERGY.
CHURCH AND
ain't the bones cryln' out through my
skin? Look at my sunken cheeks! See
Boston church, England, Is an al
the famine that's starin' In my eyes!
Man alive, ain't it beggln' I'm doln' manao In stone. It has 7 doors, 52 win
with a hundred tongues?" New York dows, 12 pillars and 305 steps to the
tower.
Tress.
The oldest church building now
Our Billlona of Anctatora.
standing In New York city is St. Paul's
Has anybody ever stopped to think chapel, the cornerstone of which was
bow many male and female ancestors laid In 1764.
It took to bring us Into the world';
Rev. K. D. Eaton, pastor of the North
First, of course, It was uecessary to
church of St. Johns-buryCongregational
faour
a
have father and mother, and
to accept an In
decided
has
Vt.,
father and mother must have had a
Belolt college,
to
to
return
vitation
ther and mother, and so on back to the
to resume the presidency of
time of Christ. A' careful calculation Wisconsin,
'
of all these ancestors shows that there that institution.
Nearly all of the mouey needed to
must have been 139,235,017.489,534,076
births to bring one of us Into the complete the Cathedral of St. John the
world. And this is only from the time Divine, New York city, which is to be
of Christ and not from the beginning one of the largest Episcopal cathedrals
of the world. According to one author- in this country, is In hand, it Is hoped
ity, If from a single couple for 5.00C that services above ground can be be
years each husband and wife had mar- gun In the uext two years.
and there
ried at the age of twenty-on- e
had been no deaths the population ot
THE ROYAL BOX.
the earth would be 2,199,915, followed
by 144 ciphers. To bold such a popula
King Oscar of Sweden is today the
tlon It would take several worlds the
monarch who occasionally dons
only
size of ours.
his crown. HIS majesty wears It whenever he faces the parliament of his
kingdom.
FLOWER AND TREE.
Some of the water colors and pastels
Scarlet flowers stand drought better done by Queen Helena of Italy will be
sent to an exhibition at Venice under
than any other.
Hyacinths, paper white and empress an assumed, name, as her majesty
narcissus will thrive In comparatively wishes to keep ber identity a secret.
dark windows.
Queeu Maud of Norway Is fond of
The primrose and Illy of the valley collecting pieces of ivory. The speciwill stand the shade of trees better mens she most prizes are tusks of elethan most other flowers,
phants shot by her father, King EdIf plants are watered at ulgbt, they ward, and the Duke of Conuaugbt.
have a better opportunity to absorb
The sultan of Turkey has takeu to
the moisture than lu the daytime, Importing birds from Uugland by the
when the sun dries the soil very
carload. Among thein are song birds
as well as others that are simply useful ss enemies of destructive insects.

ing taws, 60c; Money s ingest oi
The New Mexican Printing Company
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.60; Is prepared to do the beat of brief
full list school blanks.
work In short order and at very Teas'
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
If iou cannot afford to pay for a have their briefs printed rapidly and
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly correctly and to present them to the
New Mexican Review and get the
Supreme Conrt now in session Here
cream of the week's doings. It Is t on
time, sbbuld call on the New Mexgood paper to send to your friends ., ican
Printing Company and leave tkV
..
..
wren.
j
' The public is
showing its apprecla
tlon of the attractive circulars sent
When in need of anything on earth,
out by the New Mexican Printing try a New Mexican want ad. It will
Company in regard to rubber stamps
positively bring results.
,

THINGS

his meaning sne grew as pint a
cherry blossom.
"I be most afraid to live In your honorable and Illustrious country, where
everything go so fast the motor carriages and the lovemaking."
"Osana Sau, do you mean that yoa
will not marry me?" demanded Douglass Morton.
A dimple glimmered In the rose and
Ivory of Osana's cheek.
"Most august," she answered, "how
could I be so rude?"
"It Is 'Yes' then?" cried Morton Joyfully.
"It Is 'Yes,' " whispered little Osana

It

Putting Him Wise.
His Wife John, dear, 1 need a new
dress awfully.
like to
Her Husband (gruffly)-- I'd
know wbat you need a new dress for.
His Wife Why, I want It to covet
the piano with, of course. You didn't
suppose for a minute that I Intended
to wear It, did yoa? Chicago News.
Sarcasm.

"What's the matter?" Inquired

Starvem as Mr. Newbord
face. "Is there anything
. ,
your soup?"
"Soup!" he replied. "I
anything about soup, but
hot water Is too greasy!"
.
Press.

Mrs.

made a wry
wrong with

don't know
this dish of

Philadelphia
New York Is seldom thought of as a
It
has
60,842
but
manufacturing city,
'
manufacturing establishments.
Unlacky Opal.
Kansas City consumes 135 'carloads
Oyer I see you are wearing an opal
of peanuts every year, but the streets pin. Don't you know that the opal is
and sidewalks give evidence that the an unlucky stone?
Myer No, I don't. I've been wearcity makes no effort to bldo its shells.
Administrative London contains 11$ ing this one for nearly ten years.
Oyer Well, tbafs where Its hard
square miles and a population, jf 4,500,-00Oreater London contains an area luck comes In, I suppose. Detroit
of 693 square miles, with a population Tribune.
of 6,681,372. rostal London has no UsJ
.When In need of anything on earth,
ed boundary, the limits being extended
or reduced at the pleasure of the 'post- try a New Mexican want ad. It will
master general.
positively bring results.
':'::

'

PRICE-LIS-

T

.lie
Stamp, not over 2J inches long
. .
Eack additional line on same stamp, 16e.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 J and not ever 3 J inchej long. .JO
Each additional line on same (tamp, 15e
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 and not over i iachw Ion). . . .If"
Each additional line on earns stamp, tOe.
One-lin- e
U
Stamp, over 5 inches loni,', pel inch
Each additional line, same prie.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long-- way, He extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prieea.
inch La tiie, wt chars
Where type need is over one-ha-lf
inch or frsetioi.
for one line for each one-ha-lf
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten yean
fl.)9
.
10
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
,
lie
Regular tine Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
f 1.10
?ac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Woo Cut, 1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1W
SELF INKING STAMF PADS.
10c; 8x3, lie; HiH, tic;
ifc; IJi'i,
One-lin-

e
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.......
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SAN.TA FE NEW MEXICAN,

SATA FE, N.M.

FEBRUARY

WEDNESDAY,

1907.

13,

RECEIVED TODAY

FRE SH
BAS,

GIOCEIS,

Both HUYLERS and GUNTHERS'

!

BUTCI(ES

CO.

250 San Francisco Street.
Heat Market Telephone No. 49.

No. 4.

rocery Telephone

Personal Mention.

POINTERS.

LEGISLATIVE

W. B. Hull until recently of Athens,
Reginald McKenzio of this city was Georgia, but who for the past several
months has been court stenographer
a visitor to Albuquerque yesterday.
Edward M, Otero who visited rela- of the fifth judicial district court at
tives here during the past few days Roswell, i In Santa Fe and will prob-

bus returned to Albuquerque.
B. O. Wilson, New Mexico represen
tative of the Continental Oil Company
was here yesterday on company

Attorney II. M. Dougherty, of SoThe first resolution passed by the
corro, was In town today looking after
Legislative Assembly providing for an
legislative affairs anjl attending
legal business.
appropriation for payment of extra
employes was vetoed by the Governor;
the second resolution to the same effect was approved. Both actions came
to pass within three days of each
(Continued from Page Five.)
other. The veto of the first resolution
made It necessary that both Houses
Evening prayer with n short, address of the
Assembly should pass the
will bo held In the Church of the Holy
measure over the Governor's veto
at.
7:30
Faith (Episcopal) this evening
which was promptly done. In the sec
o'clock. All are cordially Invited.
ond instance wiser counsel prevailed
It is reported that, Section Director in
the executive office and hence no
Charles E. Linney, of the Weather Bu- similar
action by the Assembly was
reau will shortly be ordered to take
Times change and officials
necessary.
charge of the Observer's office at Cai- and men
change with them.
ro, Illinois. Official orders to this ef-

Minor City Topics.

Apple

15

Butter,

and

cents.
pound, 12
Evaporated Apricots, per pound, 25
cents.
Evaporated Peaches, per pound, 20
and 25 cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 25 cents.
1 pound of California
Figs, cooking,
for 10 cents.
A little
lemon added to figs or
peaches in cooking adds to the flavor.
Dried fruit should be soaked over
night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly In the same water until
tender. Quick cooking without soaking will ruin the best dried fruit.
2 pounds of the
finest Imported
dates for 25 cents.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
or other nut meats make a delightful
confection.

25

cents'.

Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
pint, 15 cents.
SUNBURST.
The Sunburst Brand of canned vegThe
etables Is packed in Kansas.
freight rate Is lower than from farther east and the goods are of very
fine quality. We offer the following
bergains for the present:
Sunburst
Marrowfat Peas), can,
12
case $2.25.
Sunburst Early June Peas, can
12
case $2.50.
Early June, xtra sifted Peas, can
15; case $3.00.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.

I

COAL s WOOD
Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton.$G.OO (Anthracite furnace, ton
$8.75
Monero lump
$5.75
Sawed wood, per 1,000 lbs.. $3.00
Four-foo- t
Raton lump
$5.50
$3.50
wood, per card
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $8.75

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OFFI' E; Oarflold

r

IT
TO COME

'Phone

Ave., Neur A., T. & S. F. Depot.

DOESN'T

COST

No. 85.

ANYTHING

AND LOOK AROUND.
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR
IN

VISITORS ARE
NOT.

ALWAYS

The Biggest Curio Store in the West
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK
OF NAVAJO
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.

FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

Can't

You

CARDS

FOR

FIVE CENTS

the Place

Miss

J. S. CANDELARI0,
THE CURIO MAN.
San Francisco

301-30- 3

8treet.

Look

for the Old Mexican

Cart.

central railway

WALDO'S REQUEST
PROMPTLY HEEDED

to have taken place on tomorrow will
bo postponed until Friday owing to
the illness of Councilman Carl A.
Dalles. It is thought that Mr. Dalies
Local Station of Santa Fe Railway will be able to make the
trip on that
Thoroughly Lighted by
Mr. Dalles as the father of
day.
Electricity.
Council bill number 15 having for lis
The attention of Judge Henry I,. object the changing of the
boundary
Waldo, New Mexico solicitor for the lines of Torrance county and the re
Santa Fe Railway was called last moval of the county seat from Estan-ci- a
week to the fact that the lighting of
to Willard, is deeply Interested in
the Santa Fe depot in this city was the proposed visit to his homo county
entirely Inadequate and in fact a dis- and out of deference to his interests,
grace to the company and a detri- the members will agree to postpone
ment to It and to the city and a the trip when the matter is
brought
source of discomfort to tile passengers to their attention. The
special train.
who travel from
and to the city. It is
will leave Santa. Fe at

Jiulgo Waldo immediately took up the
matter with division superintendent
James XI. Kern, at Las Vegas, and
sent carbon copy of hi letter to Mr.
Kern 16 General .Manager James E.
Hurley, at Topeka. The Judge used
somewhat strong language and among
other things in his letter as to the importance of the Santa Fe railway station said:
"It Is to be considered that Santa
Fe ought not and is not to be treated
as a small statlan on the main line
doing as much businesses is done
here. Santa Fe is to be treated as a
It gives the distinctive
terminal;
name to the great corporation whose
railroad lines traverse the continent
from Chicago to San Francisco. Two
other railroads enter here. It Is the
Capital of the Territory. All jiorsons
having to do business at the Capital,
or almost all, have occasion one time
or another to visit the Santa Fe Station."
Judge Waldo's letter received Immediate attention at the hands of the
officials to whom It was addressed
and prompt action was had in the
matter.
The lighting at the depot now Is all
.
that could be desired and In fact
This is a boon that will be
greatly appreciated by the many who
come to Santa Fe anil who travel from
tills city in either direction. Judge
Waldo 'has the proper idea of the importance of Santa Fe and when he
said that the Importance of this- station should be gauged by other considerations and above mere receipts,
he is. right. The .citizens of this city
and the traveling public are under obligations to the Judge for his timely
and prompt action In the matter and
to General Manager Hurley and to
Kern for
Division Superintendent
to the
attention
paying prompt
Judge's recommendations.

planned,
o'clock In the morning and after pas
sing through Torrance county to Tor
rance, Its terminal, will return to this
city sometime during the evening. - It
is probable that no ladles will accompany the excursionists as the committee from the Assembly has made no
arrangements for the legislators to
take their wives.

OFFICIAL MATTERS.
"

'

'

v

Good Roads Proclamation.
Executive Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 13.
Whereas, The New Mexico Good
Roads Convention of 190C, lield in Albuquerque, adjourned to meet in Santa
Fe during the present session of the

Legislature; and
Whereas, The officers of said convention have called a meeting thereof
to be held In the Capital on February
18, 1907; now

Therefore, I, H. J. Hagerman, Governor of the Territory of New Mexico, do Issue this proclamation announcing that the third, annual session of the New Mexico Good Roads
Convention will be held In the Canltol.
in the CItv of Santa Fe on Mnnrinv.
February 18, 1907, at 8 o'clock p. m.
All Boards of County Commissioners,
Mayors and Councils of cities and
towns, commercial organizations and
local improvement societies are In
vited to send delegates not exceeding
ten In number, to said convention, and
I hereby appoint the following dele- to said convention:
Las Vegas R. E. Twltchell, Ike
Davis, W. E. Gortner, J. D. W. Veeder,
B. D. Black, H. M. Smith, E. B. Shaw,
G. A. Fleming, F. H. Pierce, F. E.
OIney, J. B. Mackel, R. C. Rankin, W.
A. Buddecko and J. L. Zimmerman.
Albuquerque B. H. Brlggs, May- nard
Gunsul, R. W. Hadden. E. S.
NEW BRITISH AMBASSADOR
M. W. Flournoy,
SAILS FOR UNITED STATES Stover, N. B. Field,
G. W. Klock, George L. Brooks,
Grunsfeld and George F. ALondon, Feb. 13. A great, crowd of
lbright.'
personal and political friends gathered
Sana Fe L. B. Prince, Charles F.
at the Euston Railroad station this
,
Arthur Seligman, Arthur
Easley,
to
to
bid
farewell
James
morning
A. H. Brodhead, Frank Owen
Mrs.
who
Bryce and
Bryce
proceeded
M. A. Otero.
to Liverpool.
At Liverpool they and
Raton Charles Springer, J. Van
boarded the Oceanic liner for New
York. James Bryce goes as ambas- Houten, E. C- Crampton and A. L.
Hobbs.
sador to the United States.
They
Springer M. W. Mills.
.
send-offwere given an enthusiastic
Belen John Becker.
Las Cruces R. L. Young, H. D.
Homestead Entry No. 6,82(1.)
Bowman, J. D. Tinsley and J. C.
"
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Mesllla Park J. J. Vernon.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Silver City W. B. Walton, H. H.
Betts and W. H. Newcomb.
February 12, 1907.
Notice is hereby given
.
Demlng J. A. Mahoney.
Bonzales, of Pecos, N. M., has
Gallup Edward Hart.
filed notice of his intention to make
Los Lunas Boleslo Romero.
r
final
proof In support of his
SocorroW. E. Kelley.
claim, viz.: Homestead Entry No.
Clayton O. P. Kasterwood.
made February 4, 1902, for the
Tierra Amarllla Perfecto Esquibel.
SW
6f section 14, township 14 N
Santa Cruz Gregorlo Herrera.
range 12 E and that said proof will
Alamogordo J. R.' DeMIer,
be made before the register and reEspanola C. L. Pollard.
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M on March
Taos Juan Santistevan.
27, 1907.
Sanla Rosa W. R. Wright. "
He names the following witnesses Done at the Executive Office this 13th
to prove his continuous residence
day of February, A. D. 1907.
upon, and cultivation of, the land, Witness my hand and the great seal
viz.:
Gernnndez Gonzales,
Dolores
of the Territory of New Mexico,
Gonzales, Donaciano Gonzales", Marcos
(Signed) H. J. HAGERMAN.
I SEAL
Lucero, all of Pecos, M, M.
By the Governor.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
(Signed) J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Register.
Secretary of New Mexico.
gates-at-larg- e

Sig-frie- d

& MONTENIE

DUDROW

Trel-ford-

Undertakers and

.

Embalmtrs

Car-rer-

.

All Kinds

of Picture Framing

DUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.
Reiidence No. 106, Grant Avenue,
Sundav
THeohone No. 142.

FREE
Reading Rooms

Proprietor.

FE

NEW

MEXICO

HEATED.

STEAM

ALL MODERN C0NVENI-

I

t

PEOPLE.

i

PRICES:

J

$16 to J50

per Week.

Payment Invariably in Advance.
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(Continued from Page 1.)
was referred to the commltte on mun
iclpal and private corporation.
House substitute for House bill um

dot 4, an ac relative to the property
rights of married persons and divorce
was read in full the first time and by
title on Its second reading and was
referred to the Commltte on Judiciary.
House bill number 8, an act ex
tending the corporate limits of the
city of Santa Fe was read in full the
first time and by title on its second
reading and was referred to the Com
mute on Territorial Affairs.
Mr. Spiess took occasion to compliment the city of Santa Fe on its desire to grow larger instead of smaller.
House Bill Number 13, an act rela
tive io lemionai Depositories
was
read In full the first time and by title
uii iin second leaning ami was re
ferred to the Commltte on Finance.
House Bill Number 21, an act relat
ing to corporations was read the first
time In full nnd by title on Its second reading nnd was referred to the
Committee on Corporations.
Mr. Cameron, chairman of the Special. Committee on Joint Session of
both branchea of the Assembly reported that the committee had conferred with a like committe from the
House and had decided upon 4 o'clock
as the hour for meeting.
House substitute for House Bill
Number 44, an act relative to the filling of county offices in case of vacancies and which Is similar to Council
Bill Number 2, was read the first and
second time and referred to the Judiciary Committee.
The Council then went into a Committee of the Whole for the further
consideration of Council Bill Number
33, an act. relative to taxes.
THE HOUSE.
Eighteenth Day Afternoon Session.
Pursuant to adjournment the House
met this afternoon at 3 o'clock Speaker Baca In the chair. The roll was
read by the chief clerk all answering
present. Upon motion of Mr. Beach,
duly seconded and carried, the journal was ordered approved as read.
A number of bills mosi important of
which
was one Introduced by Mr.
Ruppe by request for the creation of
v hew county of Artesia from portions
if Artesia and Chaves county, were
introduced.
The House, as the 'New Mexican
went to press was in joint session
with the Council for the purpose of
hearing a discussion on the establishment of a school of Archaeology In
Santa Fe. The full proceedings of
the House will be published In tomorrow's issue of this paper.

sx

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

Chronic
"''VT

Constipation.
r

o

tlik

DB-IN-

MARKET REPORT.

New York, Feb. 13. Money on call
Secures Passage in House of Resolu- - steady 21-4tion Validating Acts Thirty-sixtNew York, Feb. 13. Mercantile paG
bar silver 68
per 6
Assembly.
St. Louis, Feb. 13. Spelter, 6.80.
Special to The New Mexican.
New York, Feb. 13. Lead steady
Washington, Feb. 13. Great and 6(ft030; copper firm 25251-4- .
good news for alt who are Interested
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
in the advance of Territorial InstituChicago, Feb. . 13. Wheat May,
tions and the general progress of the 791-8- ; July, 78
House resolution No.
Territory.
Corn May,
July,
which was introduced by Delegate 40
W. H. Andrews
Oat's
40
sesthe
30
first
during
May,
July,
sion of the
Pork May, $17.40; July, $17.50(3)
Congress and
providing for the validation of the acts 17.52
of the Thirty-sixtLard May, $9,971-2- ; July, $10.00.
Legislative Assembly of New Mexico, providing for the
Ribs May, $9.50; July, $9.60.
issuance of bonds for the erection of
WOOL MARKET.
new buildings at the Insane
Asylum
St. Louis, Feb. 13. Wool steady,
at Las Vegas, of the New Mexico Milunchanged.
itary Institute at Roswell, at the ColCLOSING MARKET REPORT.
lege of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
New York, Feb. 13. Atchison 104
at Mcsllla Park and for armories at
pfd. 99
Las Vegas and Albuquerque, was reCentral 129
ported favorably Friday last by the
Pennsylvania 132
Committee on Territories and passed
Southern Pacific 95.
the House today. It will eo to the
Union Pacific 170, pfr. 90.
Senate at once where the delegate
Copper 114
who has many powerful friends in that
-Steel 401-4- , pfd. 1051-8- .
will
on
be
the alert, and will
body
LIVE
STOCK.
push It to passage at an early date.
House Resolution 2.S5S, Introduced
Chicago, Feb. 13. Cattle receipts,
Beeves, $4.10C.90;
by Delegate W. H. Andrews during the 19,000; steady.
first session of the
Con- cows and heifers, $l.755.15; stockers
gress allowing the County of Taos to and feders, $2.604.70; Texans, $3.G0
4.50; calves, $5.757.50.
refund Its county debt which was re22,000;
Sheep Receipts,
ported favorably last Friday by the
strong.
Committees on Territories, passed the Slieep, $3.50(7J'5.65; lambs, $4.757.60.
Kansas City, Feb. 13. Cattle reHouse of Representatives this morning and will go to he Senate promptly ceipts, 11,000, including 300 Southwhere Delegate Andrews will look af erns; steady. Native steers, $4.25(il
ter it and where it is reasonably sure 6.50; Southern steers, $3.505.00;
of passage. The enactment of this bill Southern
cows, $2.253.75; native
will prove of great benefit to the tax- cows and heifers, $2.405.00; . stockpayers of Taos County and will enable ers and feeders, $2.25)4.80; bulls,
to refund its county debt at. a low $2.754.25; calves, $3.507.25; Western fed steers, $4.006.00; western
rate of interest.
fed cows, $2.7E4.50.
Sheep Receipts 6,000; steady. Mut(Homestead Entry No. 9,712.)
tons, $4.856.00; .ambs, $7.007.50;
Notice for Publication.
range wethers, $5.40626.60; fed ewes,
Department of the Interior,
$I.505.50.
Land Office at Santa Fe., N. M.
February 12, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Faustln FINED FOR PRACTISING MEDIQulntana of Pecos, N. M., has filed
CINE WITHOUT LICENSE.
notice of his intention to make final
r
proof in support of his claim,
Upon complaint of Tranquiallno
viz.:
Homestead Entry No. 9,742, Roibal, J. L. Caballero was arrested
made August G, 1900, for the NE
of last evening and lodged In the county
section 31, township lfi N., rang 13 jail charged with practising medicine
E,, and that said proof will be made without a license. This morning he
before the register and receiver at was arraigned before Justice of the
Santa Fe, N. M on March 2S, 1907.
Peace Jose Ma. Garcia and pleaded
He names the following witnesses guilty. The court fined him $10 and
to prove his continuous residence costs which lie paid and was dischar-gde- .
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
However, before allowing.; him
viz.: Feljz Blea, Bernabel Qulntana, to go the court learned that he had
Martin Barela and Candido Qulntana, also been selling medicines without a
all of Pecos, N. M.
license and Judge Garcia warned him
MANUEL H. OTERO.
against, such violation of the law In
Register. the tut uro and allowed him to go upon
the promise that he would proceed to
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexl- to take out a proper license before atan and get he news.
tempt lug to practise or sell medicine.
Fifty-Nint-

Hartford, Conn. Feb. 13. That Wil
liam F. Walker, the missing treasurer
of the Savings Bank of New Britain,
who Is alleged to be responsible for. a
$350,000 shortage in that institution
made big Inroads Into the

$75,000

6

h

8

1

Fifty-nint-

h

I

five-yea-

4

-
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WEED

CHURCH FUNDS
Shortage Defaulting Treasurer Con
necticut Bank Reaches Enormous
Total Institution Closes Doors.

461-24-

7

EVEN TOOK

B

New MesScaa

fund

of the Connecticut Baptist Society of
which he was treasurer, was positive
ly made known today as a result of
a special audit of the accounts of the
Institution.
.

President Thompson of the Society,
today said that railroad bonds worth
$7,000 which were in Walker's hands
were missing. It is unable at present
to state whether the larger part, of
the funds in his hands have been lost.
Shortage Reaches $350,000.
New Britain, Conn. Feb. 13. The
shortage at the Savings Bank at New
Britain through the alleged peculations of the missing treasurer, William F. Walker, are already $350,000,
according to a statement of the bank's
auditors made today and is still grow-

UBOSHERS

RINTERS,.

ing.

Bank Closes Doors.
o'clock the bank stopped
payment to depositors. Acting Treasurer Oldershaw seated that to protect
the Interests of the bank 1t was necclause
essary to invoke the
which closes all payments without notice for that period.
At 11:30

BINDERS

4

O

0

SUPERB W BATHER
IS TO CONTINUE

The weather hian is evidently trying

to redeem himself for the short spell

of unpleasant weather last month.
According to the report of the local
weather bureau today the weather Is
to continue fair tonight and warmer
in the southeast portion. This morning dawned warm and clear and there
was not a cloud in the sky today. Yesterday the maximum temperature was
55 dogres at 4:35 .p. m., and the minimum 26 degrees at 1 a. m., while the
mean temperature for the twent-fou- r
hours was 40 degrees, with a mean
relative humidity of 37 per cent. The
lowest temperature during last night
was 26 degrees. The temperature at
6 a. m. today was 30 degrees.
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Why not spend an eve there?
;.V
Side Tlaza.
GEO. O. CLARK,

SANITARIUM.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED.

AT THE

POOL

DIAZ'

SANTA

CIGARS AND TOBACCO

AND

flve-ya-
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Cor. Water St. and Caspar Ave.

CHAIRS.
Choice Line of

PLAZA

an

Nights

'

OR.

EASY

BILLIARD

Day Phone 35
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Foot of Pa'lce Avenue,
i

GREAT WORK OF
DELEGATE ANDREWS

OF

4

ably receive a place among the expert
help In the House or Council of the
Mr.
present legislative Assembly.
Hull is a brother-in-laof Judge W.
H. Pope.

DRIED FRUIT.
CANNED GOODS.
Dried fruit is now on sale from the
We are in receipt of a car of eastern
190C crop. We are offering prunes In
c.innoii goods, pickles, sauces, etc.
Anmng these are Included the Fern-dell- , especially attractive packages.
Blue Label and Heinz brands. We
packages,
packages
are quoting very attractive prices on and 5 pound packages we offer as folthese goods, which are all the very lows ;
Tn 30-4size, very large fruit, 15,
best that It is possible for high grade
10, and G5 cents.
factories to turn out.
In 60-7Feriidell corn, can 15c, doz. $1.60,
size, very fair sized fruit.
10, 25 and 40 cents.
case $3.00.
We also have the fruit In bulk and
Ferndell Telephone Peas, can 15c,
in
boxes,
case $3.00.
On full boxes our price is very at- fect have not, yet been received, but
Ferndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
It
tractive; if you can use so much ask they are expected daily. It has not ranceis understood that the trip to Tor
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
county of the members of the
for
price.
yet transpired who Mr. Llnney's sucBlue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents.
Legislative Assembly as the guest3 of
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents. cessor will he.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
W. S. Hopewell,
of the
Evaporated Apples, very fancy, per
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and 25
Santa Fe
wnich was

cents,
Heinz'

FOB SCHOOL

(Continued from Page Four)

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
No.

Pharmacy

CELEBRATED CANDIES

Q

Laxzliye Fruit Syrup

Cleanses tho system

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.

rsirs

;..

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Fre y Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:
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